











City of Somersworth, N. H.
FOR THE
Financial Year Ending, Feb. 28, 1935
c r '>
MAYOR'S INAUGURAL ADDRESS
Gentlemen of the City Council:
In the year 1893, the Town of Somersworth was
granted a charter, agreeable to the laws of the State
of New Hampshire, thereby establishing it as a mu-
nicipality. Under the provisions of this charter,
the Mayor and City Council shall meet on the third
Tuesday of March of each year, for the purpose of
taking oath of office and perfecting their organiza-
tion. Due to such requirements, we are assembled
today to accept the duties and responsibilities of the
offices to which we have been elected, by the citizens
of our city.
Upon assuming the encumberances of my office, to
which I have been elected, I believe that it is just and
proper, to extend to the citizens of Somersworth, my
sincere appreciation and gratitude for their liberal
expression of the public endorsement of their confi-
dence and faith placed in me, bestowing upon me
the highest office possible within their jurisdiction.
I wish to impress upon you, gentlemen, that irre-
spective as to the length of time you have served as
Councilmen, the responsibilities of your office and the
proper execution of your duties, ever mindful of
the obligations with which you are bound by oath to
fulfill for the best interests of your city, is in no way
diff'erent than the efficient management of any busi-
ness enterprise. For, as a matter of fact, we are the
representatives of our citizens and the governing au-
thority of a municipal corporation, with honor and
credit for our successful achievements, or criticism
and distrust upon failure.
In justice to the people of our city in selecting U5
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as incumbents of these positions of trust, serious
thought must be given to all matters brought before
us for consideration, notwithstanding how trivial
they may be. Your successful disposal of minor
questions will invariably be a forecast of your judg-
ment in matters of greater importance. To maintain
the high degree of perfection wthich has distin-
guished this honorable body in the past, it is an essen-
tial and important factor that the spirit of unity of
purpose prevail at all times. This goal can be at-
tained and success crown our achievements, by your
unbiased and unlimited cooperation, which I shall
expect from each and every one of you. You can
rest assured of receiving mine at all times, in any
and all decisions which will reflect credit upon you
at the termination of a successful administration for
the welfare of our citizens. Otherwise we will be
violating a most sacred trust vested in us.
According to the figures presented by the City
Clerk, I find the financial standing of the city to be
as follows:
FINANCIAL STATEMENT, MARCH 1, 1933
High school bonds $90,000.00
Highway improvement bonds 56,000.00
Refunded water works and general int-
debtedness bonds 8,000.00
Refunded miscellaneous bonds 3,000.00
Cemetery trust fund 42,701.24
Cemetery gate trust fund 1,588.08
Chandller trust fund 2,000.00
Total liabilities, March 1, 1933 ....$203,289.32
Cash on hand, March 1, 1933 $28,784.83
Cemetery trust fund 42,701.24
Cemetery gate trust fund 1,588.08
Chandler trust fund 2,000.00
Total assets, March 1, 1933 $75,074.15
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financial statement march 1, 1934
High school bonds $84,000.00
Highway improvement bonds 52,000.00
Cemetery trust fund 44,101.24
Cemetery gate trust fund 1,640.10
Chandler trust fund 2,000.00
Richard Royal Eastman fund 100.00
Temporary loan 15,000.00
Total liabilities, March 1, 1934 $198,841.34
Cash on hand, March 1, 1934 $14,133.01
Cemetery trust fund 44,101.24
Cemetery gate trust fund 1,640.10
Chandler trust fund 2,000.00
Richard Royal Eastman fund 100.00
Total assets, March 1, 1934 $61,974.35
Net debt, March 1, 1933 128,215.17
Net debt, March 1, 1934 136.866.99
Net increase in indebtedness, March 1
1934 $ 8,651.82
Most, if not all of you, are somewhat familiar with
various legislative measures which are pending in
Congress. It is fair to assume that others may be
enacted by the State Legislature which will revolu-
tionize economic conditions, thereby affecting fed-
eral, state and municipal finances. For these rea-
sons just mentioned, I think it advisable to refrain
from making any recommendations for any improve-
ment during the coming year; however, I believe it
to be sound economy to preserve what we have ac-
quired and to dispose efficiently of problems for the
highest degree of interest and welfare of our city,
as they may appear for consideration. I will not
sanction any expenditure which will result in an un-
necessarv and unwarranted increase in our tax rate.
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Having attempted to bring to your attention some
of the responsibilities which rest upon you, I am not
unmindful of the honor and integrity with which you
have been endowed by your constituents, you will
prove to be officials able to accomplish all the re-
quirements pertaining to your offices, leaving no un-
certainty that the ensuing year will terminate with a
prosperous fulfillment of your undertakings.
MUNICIPAL ELECTION
March 13, 1934
The following is a statement of the vote of Ward 1,
Ward 2, Ward 3, Ward 4, Ward 5, as declared by the
moderators of these respective wards, at the closing
of the polls, on the thirteenth day of March, 1934.
WARD ONE
MAYOR
Clement P. Roy, d ; 238
Henry Girard, r 1
COUNCILMAN FOR THE TERM OF TWO YEARS
Wilfred R. Labonte, d , 234
George E, Varney, r 1




Clement P. Roy, d 178
George E. Varney, r 1
Eugene Brunelle, r 1
COUNCILMAN FOR THE TERM OF TWO YEARS
George T. LeBel, d 168
Frank Kinsman, r 2
SCHOOL COMMITTEE FOR THREE YEARS
Margaret T. Uniack, d 176
SELECTMAN FOR THREE YEARS




Clement P. Roy, d 311
COUNCILMAN FOR THE TERM OF TWO YEARS
Romeo St. Laurent, d 311
SCHOOL COMMITTEE FOR THREE YEARS
Peter M. Gagne, d 304




Clement P. Roy, d 522
COUNCILMAN FOR THE TERM OF TWO YEARS
Arthur O. Vincent, d 517
SCHOOL COMMITTEE FOR THREE YEARS
Edward L. Flanagan, d 512
SELECTMAN FOR THREE YEARS
Michael P. Flanagan 515
WARD FIVE
MAYOR
Clement P. Roy, d 243
COUNCILMAN FOR THE TERM OF TWO YEARS
Ernest Tanguay, d 237










The third Tuesday in March at 10:00 A. M.
REGULAR MEETINGS
Each Tuesday during the month of April and the
first Tuesday in each month at 8:00 P. M.
COUNCILMEN
Ward 1—WILFRID R. LABONTE, two years.
PLACIDE LAGUEUX, one year.
Ward 2—GEORGE T. LEBEL, two years.
JOSEPH F. McKEON, one year.
Ward 3—ROMEO S. LAURENT, two years.
JOSEPH G. DESHAIES, one year.
Ward 4—ARTHUR J. VINCENT, two years.
WILLIAM F. DUFFY, one year.
Ward 5—ERNEST TANGUAY, two years.
ALBERT J. DUMAIS, one year.
STANDING COMMITTEES
FOR THE YEAR 1934
Finance—The Mayor, Councilmen and Deshaies.
Roads, Bridges and Drains—The Mayor, Councilmen
LeBel and Vincent.
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Ordinances—The Mayor, Councilmen Lagueux and
Duffy.
Public Buildings—Councilmen Deshaies, McKeon
and Tanguay.
Street Lights—Councilmen Deshaies, St. Laurent and
LaBonte.
Printing—Councilmen Dumais, Lagueux and Tan-
guay.
Fire—Councilmen McKeon, Duffy and Vincent.
Bills in Their Second Reading and Engrossed Bills
and Resolutions—Councilmen McKeon, Vincent
and St. Laurent.
Poles and Wires—Councilmen Deshaies, LeBel and
St. Laurent.
Cemetery—Councilmen Duffy, Tanguay and La-
Bonte.
Elections and Returns—Councilmen LeBel, St. Lau-
rent and LaBonte.


































Chairman—DANIEL F. BOHAN, two years.
Clerk—EDWARD N. VEZEAU, one year.




First Deputy Engineer—GEORGE BERRY
Second Deputy Engineer—PATRICK HOURIHANE
Driver of Motor Apparatus—ARTHUR NADEAU
BOARD OF EXAMINATION OF PLUMBERS
THOMAS J. DOUGHERTY, M. D.
HARRY E. ANDERSON, M. D.
EUGENE J. MORIN
WATER COMMISSIONERS
Chairman—FRANK E. HOBBS, term expires March,
1936.
Clerk—NAPOLEON A. HABEL, term expires
March, 1937.
JOHN E. SULLIVAN, term expires March, 1935.
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officers





Chairman—HENRY C. HARDEN, term expires Jan-
uary, 1035-1938.
J. P. HODSDON, term expires January, 1937
HENRY P. MULLEN, term expires January, 1936
ALFRED J. BOUCHER, term expires January, 1936
THOMAS J. McGREAL, term expires January, 1935-
1938.
NAPOLEON A. HABEL, term expires January, 1936
Librarian—MRS. LEONA H. SAVITHES
Library hours (except Sundays), 2:00 to 5:00 P. M.,
7 :00 to 8 :00 P. M. Saturdays, 2 :00 to 8 :00 P. M.,
Chandler Building.
FOREST GLADE CEMETERY TRUSTEES
ERNEST A. LOTHROP, term expires March, 1938
HENRY C. HARDEN, term expires March, 1937
FRED H. BROWN, term expires March, 1936
JOHN P. SHAW, term expires March, 1935
MELANIE F. SULLIVAN, term expires March, 1939
Chairman—ERNEST A. LOTHROP
Superintendent and Clerk—John R. Hodsdon
SURVEYORS OF WOOD, BARK AND LUMBER
James E. Richards, Napoleon A. Habel, Louis Ruel,
William M. Ames, Paul Breton, George Heon, Jo-
seph U. Gagnon, Leo Ruel, Virgil P. Hersey, Javan
M. Russell.
WEIGHERS OF HAY, COAL AND STRAW
James E. Richards, Harold B. Thompson, William E.
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Reynolds, Joseph G. Deshaies, Telesphore Per-
reault, Albert Provost, Albert A. Bisson, Joseph
U. Gagnon, Paul Breton, Adjutor Turgeon, Napo-
leon Delisle, Joseph O. Paquette, Leo Ruel, Emile
Boucher, Domicile Couture, Louis Ruel, Joseph
Breton, Amos J. Foss.
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECK LIST
Chairman—Fred A. Houle, term expires 1935;
Clerk, Daniel E. Sullivan, term expires 1938;
Gedeon W. Doyon, term expires 1939; Oliver F.
Colburn, term expires 1937; Javan M. Russell,
term expires 1936.
RESOLUTIONS
Somersworth, N. H., February 5, 1935.
Resolved : That the Committee on Finance be and
hereby are authorized and empowered to transfer
from any deparlment that may have an excess of ap-
propriation or from any money remaining in the
treasury, not otherwise appropriated and apply to
such department as may have expended more than
the appropriation therefor.
Passed February 5, 1935.
Somersworth, N. H., February 5, 1935.
Resolved: That Section 4 of Article IX be amend-
ed by striking out the words one and one-quarter per
cent; and inserting the words Eighteen Hundred
Dollars, so when section as amended v/ill read as
follows: Section 4. The Collector of Taxes shall
receive for his compensation for the year 1934
Eighteen Hundred Dollars, payable semi-monthly.
Passed February 5, 1935.
Somersworth, N. H., March 8, 1934.
Resolved : That the Committee on Finance be and
hereby are authorized and empowered to borrow in
anticipation of taxes, to meet current expenses in
such amounts and at such times as may be deemed
advisable, at the lowest rate of interest obtainable;
the sum of all amounts so borrowed not to exceed
Five Thousand Dollars ($5,000) and that the proper
officers of the City be authorized to give the City's
notes or note therefor. All debts so incurred under
authority of this resolution are hereby expressly
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made payable from the taxes of the current munici-
pal year.
Passed March 8, 1934.
Somersworth, N. H., March 8, 1934.
Resolved: That the Committee on Finance be and
hereby is authorized and empowered to purchase a
tractor and snow-plow. The expenditure incurred
for said purchase not to exceed the sum of Fifty-
three hundred ($5,300) dollars.
Passed March 8, 1934.
Somersworth, N. H., March 20, 1934.
Resolved : That the Committee on Finance be and
hereby is authorized and empowered to borrow in
anticipation of taxes, to meet current expenses in
such amounts and at such times as may be deemed
advisable at the lowest rate of interest obtainable;
the sum of all amounts so borrowed not to exceed
One Hundred Thousand ($100,000) Dollars and that
the proper officers of the City be authorized to g-ive
the City's Notes or Note therefor. All debts incurred
under authority of this resolution are hereby ex-
pressly made payable from taxes of the current mu-
nicipal year.
Passed March 20, 1934.
Somersworth, N. H., April 3, 1934.
Resolved : That the Collector of Taxes for the
year 1934 be authorized and empowered to allow
interest on taxes for the current year, at the follow-
ing: rates, excludinp: payments on poll taxes: April
1st to April 30th, 4^7; May 1st to May 31st, 3%;
June 1st to June 30th, 2% ; July 1st to July 31st, 1%.
Passed April 3, 1934.
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Somersworth, N. H., April 10, 1934.
Resolved: That the Committee on Fire and
Finance jointly be authorized and empowered to ex-
pend such sum or sums of money as may be deemed
advisable, for the best interests of the City, for the
purchase of a fire truck to be used in extinguishing
brush fires or fires of like nature, which does not re-
quire the use of the larger pieces of fire apparatus
and the sum of all amounts so expended not to ex-
ceed fourteen hundred dollars ($1,400).
Passed April 10, 1934.
Somersworth, N. H., April 17, 1935".
Resolved : By the City Council of the city of Som-
ersworth, that, as the City Government of said Som-
ersworth, it votes in favor of a permit to druggists for
the sale of liquor in said city for medicinal, sacramen-
tal, scientific and mechanical purposes, under the
provisions of Section 9, of Chapter 99 of the Laws of
1919,, entitled "An Act to amend Chapter 147 of the
Laws of 1917, relating to intoxicating liquor."
Passed April 17, 1934.
Somersworth, N. H., June 5, 1934.
Resolved : That the Committee on Finance be and
hereby are authorized and empowered to expend the
sum of, not exceeding One Hundred and Fifty Dol-
lars, not otherwise appropriated, for the purpose of
maintaining Somersworth's share of the F. E. R. A.
Employment Bureau, for the best interest of the City.
Passed June 5, 1934.
PETITIONS
Somersworth, N. H., April 3, 1934.
To His Honor, the Mayor, and City Council
Gentlemen :—Your undersigned petitioner, in be-
half of the Holy Trinity Parish, respectfully petitions
your Honorable Body for a rebate on the rental of
the Opera House on the night of March 16th last,
when a stage play, "Smiling Thru,,' was presented,
under the auspices of said parish and the proceeds
of which are to be used for charitable purposes.
Respectfully,
Joseph F. McKeon.
The foregoing petition was granted at meeting
held April 3, 1934.
Somersworth, N. H., April 10, 1934.
To His Honor, the Mayor, and City Council:
Gentlemen :—We, the undersigned members of
the St. Martin's Choir of St. Martin's Church, do
hereby petition your Honorable Body for an abate-
ment on the rental of the Opera House from the
amount charged, to the cost of maintenance, for the




Blanche M. Guilmette, Treas.,
Clair A. LaBonte, Sec,
Arthur Lapointe.
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The foregoing petition was granted at meeting
held April 10, 1934.
Somersworth, N. H., April 10, 1934.
To His Honor, the Mayor, and City Council:
Gentlemen :—Your undersigned petitioner respect-
fully petitions your Honorable Body to erect an elec-




The foregoing petition was granted under the su-
pervision of the Street Commissioner on motion of
Councilman Vincent.
Somersworth, N. H., April 16, 1934.
To His Honor, the Mayor, and City Council:
Gentlemen :—Your petitioner respectfully peti-
tions your Honorable Body for permission to sell li-
quor for bona fide medicinal use on the prescription
of a regular physician, who is practicing his profes-
sion in this state, such sales to be made in accordance
with law providing therefor.
Respectfully submitted,
Alderic J. Vachon, Reg. Pharmacist.
On motion of Councilman Dumais, the foregoing
petition was granted.
Somersworth, N. H., April 24, 1934.
To His Honor, the Mayor, and City Council:
Gentlemen:—The members of the American Le-
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gion and the Veterans of Foreign Wars, respectfully
petition His Honor, the Mayor, and City Council of
the City of Somersworth, that a suitable memorial
be erected to the memory of the citizens who so hon-
orably represented their city in the various wars of
the United States; and that the location of this me-
morial shall be in such part of the city that it shall
reflect credit on those who participated in the vari-
ous conflicts and, at the same time, shall do credit









Committee of the Veterans of Foreign Wars.
On motion of Councilman Lagueux the Committee
on Finance was appointed to meet the Committees
as appointed by the American Legion and Veterans
of Foreign Wars, respectively, and report back at
the next meeting.
PETITION FOR POLE AND WIRE LOCATIONS
Somersworth, N. H., May 1, 1934.
To the Board of City Council of the City of Somersworth,
N. H.
Petitions the New England Telephone and Tele-
graph Company for revocation for its poles and wires
thereon and the necessary supporting and strength-
ening fixtures and wires, in the following public
ways of said municipality:
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Revoke
1 Pole on Washington Street between Orange and
Elm Street.
4 Poles on Orange Street between Washington
Street and Marston Court,
5 Poles on Union Street between Franklin and Pine
Streets.
1 Pole on Green Street between Washington and
Church Streets.
1 Pole on Elm Street between Washington and
Church Streets.
7 Poles on Indigo Hill Road from First Street east-
erly.
1 Pole on Chesley Ave. between Lee and Third
Streets.
1 Pole on Green Street between Tremont and Mt.
Auburn St.
2 Poles on Union Street between Mt. Auburn and
Depot Streets.
5 Poles on Depot Street between Main and Union
Streets.
8 Poles on Indigo Hill Road from B. & M. R. R.
easterly.
2 Poles on Garden Street between High and Frank-
lin Streets.
3 Poles on Portland Street between Franklin and
South Streets.
1 Pole on South from Portland Street westerly.
4 Poles on West Green Street between Pleasant and
Franklin Streets.
3 Poles on Pleasant Street between Green and West
Green Streets.
9 Poles on Green Street from Pine Street northeHy.
7 Poles on Myrtle Street between Green Street and
Locke Avenue.
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1 Pole on Green Street from Indigo Hill Road south-
westerly.
3 Poles on Washington Street from Orange Street
Southwesterly,
4 Poles on Washington Street from High Street
northeasterly.
New England Tel. & Tel. Co.,
By: R. Keller,
Gen. Plant Mgr.
On motion of Councilman Dumais the foregoing
petition was referred to the Committee on Poles and
Wires with power to act.
Somersworth, N. H,, August 8, 1934.
To His Honor, the Mayor, ayid City Council:
Gentlemen :—Your undersigned petitioner respect-
fully requests your Honorable Body for a permit to
hang a sign at my place of business located at No.
Main street under the supervision of any officer that
your Honoraby Body may designate.
Respectfully submitted,
Amedee G. Landry.
Somersworth, N. H., September 4, 1934.
To His Honor, the Mayor, and City Council:
Gentlemen u—Youil undersigned petitioner re-
spectfully requests your Honorable Body for a per-
mit to erect a sign to hang over the sidewalk at my
place of business located at 125 Main Street.
Respectfully submitted,
Adrien J. DesMarais.
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Somersworth, N. H., September 4, 1934.
To His Ho7inr, the Mayor, and City Coimcil:
Gentlemen:—Your undersigned petitioner respect-
fully requests your Honorable Body for a permit to
erect a sign, to hang over the sidewalk at my place
of business located on Elm Street and known as the
Somersworth Hotel. Said sign to be erected under




On motion of Councilman Deshaies the three fore-
going petitions were granted, to be erected under the
supervision of the Street Commissioner.
Somersworth, N. H., September 10, 1934.
To His Honor, the Mayor, ayid City Council:
Gentlemen:—Your undersigned petitioner respect-
fully petitions your Honorable Body for a permit to
erect a sign at my place of business located at No.
16 High Street. The approximate size of the sign
to be 5 feet by 31/2 feet.
Respectfully submitted,
Alfred Seymour.
On motion of Councilman Lagueux the foregoing
petition was granted under the supervision of the
Street Commissioner.
Somersworth, N. H., October 3, 1934.
To His Honor, the Mayor, and City Coimcil:
Gentlemen:—Your undersigned petitioner respect-
fully petition your Honorable Body for a street light
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to be placed in the vicinity of No. 7 South Street.
Respectfully submitted,
Benjamin Perron and 14 others.
On motion of Councilman Dumais the foregoing
petition was referred to the Committee on Street
Lights with power to act.
Somersworth, N, H., November 13, 1934.
To His Honor, the Mayor, and City Council:
Gentlemen :—Your undersigned petitioner respect-
fully petitions your Honorable Body for a permit to
erect a sign overhanging the sidewalk at my place
of business located at 56 High Street.
Respectfully submitted,
John B. Nute.
On motion of Councilman LaBonte the foregoing
petition was granted under the supervision of the
Street Commissioner.
Somersworth, N. H., November 27, 1934.
To His Honor, the Mayor, and City Council:
Gentlemen :—Your undersigned petitioner respect-
fully petitions your Honorable Body for a permit to
erect a sign overhanging the sidewalk at my place
of business, located at No. 14 Market Street. Said




On motion of Councilman McKeon the foregoing
petition was granted under the supervision of the
Street Commissioner.
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Somersworth, N. H., November 28, 1934.
To His Honor, the Mayor, mid City Council:
Gentlemen:—The Senior Class of the Somers-
worth High School respectfully petitions your Hon-
orable Body for a rebate on the Somersworth Opera




Conrad E. Hanson, Pres.,
George Dumais, Sec,
Isabelle Willett, Vice Pres.
On motion of Councilman St. Laurent the fore-
going petition was granted.
Somersworth, N. H., December 4, 1934.
To His Honor, the Mayor, and City Council:
Gentlemen :—Your undersigned petitioner respect-
fully petition your Honorable Body for a street light
on High Street in front of "Hap's" Garage, so-called
on a pole already erected.
Respectfully submitted,
Maurice J. Berry, Ernest J. Demers, P. D. O'Connell,
Henry Lacourse, Lorenzo A. Brunelle, William Sir-
harkis, Keriokoula Sirharkis, John L. Hodsdon.
On motion of Councilman Dumais the foregoing
petition was referred to the Committee on Street
Lights with power to act.
Somersworth, N. H., December 10, 1934.
To His Honor, the Mayor, and City Council:
Gentlemen:—Your undersigned petitioner respect-
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fully request your Honorable Body for a permit to
erect a sign at my place of business located at 58
Market Street. Said sign to be approximately 24
inches by 18 inches and to overhang the sidewalk.
Dumais Bros., by Roland Dumais.
On motion of Councilman McKeon the foregoing
petition was granted.
Somersworth, N. H., January 28, 1935.
To the Board of City Council of the City of Somersivorth,
N. H.
New England Telephone and Telegraph Company
respectfully petitions your Board to locate and re-
move a route for its poles and wires and cables there-
on, and the necessary supporting and strengthening
fixtures and wires, and grant a license therefor in the
following public ways of said municipality:
Locate
Poles on Maple Street northwesterly side, from
West High Street northerly.
Poles on Maple Street southeasterly side, at a point
approximately 650 feet from West High Street south-
erly.
Remove
Poles on Maple Street, northeasterly side from
West High Street northerly.
Poles on Maple Street, northwesterly side, at a
point approximately 650 feet from West High Street,
southerly.
New England Tel. & Tel. Company by G. E.
Wright, Plant Supt.








ENDING FEBRUARY 28, 1935
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REPORT OF CITY SOLICITOR
To His Honor, the Mayor and the Honorable City Coun-
cil:
Gentlemen :—I submit herewith my report as City
Solicitor for the year ending February 28, 1935.
During the past year, the city has been involved
in no litigation either as party plaintiff or party
defendant.
The majority of cases betore our municipal court
were for the violation of automobile laws.
We have had but few cases before our Juvenile
Court. However, the fact that a great many of our
youth are at present unemployed presents a question
which should command our very serious considera-
tion.
In many cities and towns various means are de-
vised for occupying the minds of the young people
who fail to find employment. All steps in that di-
rection are beneficial in preventing crime among our
young people.
At the last session of the Legislature a bill pro-
viding for a probation system was presented, but
failed to be enacted chiefly because of the expense
involved.
While our Juvenile Court in this city is a good one
;
nevertheless, we should be concerned in keeping it
so, and to do everything possible to either find em-
ployment for our youth, or devise some means of
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CITY CLERK'S REPORT
Somersworth, N. H., February 28, 1935.
To His Honor, the Mayor, mid City Council:
Gentlemen:—I herewith submit my report for the
fiscal year ending February 28, 1935:
Automobile registration permit fees . . $ 3,972.45
Dog licenses 243.67
Receipts, miscellaneous accounts 506.21
Pool tables and bowling alleys 80.00
Milk licenses, collected by Joseph
Bourque 90.00
Junk licenses, collected by Wm. H. Wig-
gin 25.00
Coffee House license, collected by Wm.
H. Wiggin 5.00
$ 4,923.33
Cash on hand February 28, 1935 $ .42










REPORT OF THE BOARD OF HEALTH
Somersworth, N. H., March 1, 1935.
To His Honor, the Mayor, and City Council:
Gentlemen:—I hereby submit my first annual re-






Complaints from other sources 80
Inspection of milk 8









Sanitary Officer and Secretary
of the Local Board of Health.
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STREET COMMISSIONER'S REPORT
Somersworth, N. H., March 1, 1935.
To His Honor, the Mayor, and City Council:
Gentlemen :—In accordance with the provisions of
the City ordinances, I herewith submit my fifth an-
nual report for the fiscal year ending February 28,
1935.
STREETS
All streets have been kept clean, and also all high-
ways cleared of stone, or other matter, liable to im-
pair good traveling, and put in good condition, and
where grading was necessary, improvements have
been made.
All trees in the city that were useless were cut
down.
The streets that needed tarvia most in the city
were oiled and sanded.
We gravelled Pearl and Hanson streets and laid
curbing on Hanson street from the residence of J.
Casgrain to the residence of J. Houle.
We also laid curbing on the easterly side of Locke
avenue and gravelled same from curb to curb and
also gravelled Myrtle street from Albert Blanchette's
residence as far as Joseph Gosselin's residence and
laid curbinb on both sides so as to widen same out
from curb to curb.
We also gravelled Summer street and filled in the
gutters on Mt. Vernon street, also gravelled Winter
street from Page street up to Rocky Hill so-called.
We gravelled the old Salmon Falls road from
Eddie bridge to top of hill near residence for-
merly owned by Kirk Worster.







Somersworth, N, H., March 1, 1935.
To His Honor, the Mayor, mid City Council:
Gentlemen :—I herewith submit to you my second










Arthur Nadeau, Ernest L. Heon









One American LaFrance Triple Combination hose.
pump and chemical.
One American LaFrance City Service truck, ladder
and chemical.
One Ford V-8 Combination Pump and hose.
One hand-drawn emergency hose and reel.
One hundred twenty-one alarms were responded
to, including general, still and telephone calls.
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Thirty-nine permits to burn grass, leaves, etc.,
were issued.
Five drills are held regularly in the schools.
Chemicals in the public buildings are kept charged
and located where easy to get at, if needed.
Woodlands are kept posted with forest fire warn-
ings, and closed during dry spells.
Inspections to eliminate fire hazards are con-
ducted.
Traffic conditions at the time of a fire alarm are
handled with the cooperation of the police depart-
ment The dry ^pell, during the summer months, re-
sulted in a large number of alarms for grass and
brush fires. These, with other alarms, and telephone






. , Fire Chief.
SOMERSWORTH FIRE ALARM BOXES
3 Central Park.
5 Depot and Union streets.
6 Main and Franklin streets.
12 City Hall.
13 Main and Spring streets.
14 Indigo Hill and Main streets.
15 Third street.
16 New Dam.
21 Franklin and Green streets.
23 Myrtle and Green streets.
24 Fremont and Green streets.
26 Franklin and Garden streets.
31 Washington and High streets.
32 South and High streets.
.34 Bartlett avenue,
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35 Black Harry Clay.
41 Highland and Grand streets.
43 Lincoln street.
52 High and Fore streets.
54 Market street,
TRANSMITTER BOXES
551 West High and Cement road.
45 Lily Pond road.
Test: 2 Blasts, 6 o'clock, P. M., and 12 noon.
1 Blast: Engineer's Call.
2-2-2 House call.
4 Out of town and brush fire.




Firemen as well as citizens should familiarize
themselves with the following rules for giving alarms
of fire.
1. Never pull a box for a fire seen at a distance.
2. Never pull a box while the alarm bells are
ringing, not until a box has completed its four
rounds. Two boxes cannot operate together,
and neither will work if two are pulled at the
same time. Never pull two alarms of two
boxes for the same fire.
3. To ring in an alarm, break the glass in the key-
box and open the outside door with the key.
Pull down the brass crank seen inside, till it
stops, then let go. Then let the box alone.
The clock will be seen or heard to be running,
and the alarm will follow in half a minute or
so. Close the door, but do not try to remove
the key, as it is locked in track lock and can
only be removed by a release key, which is
carried by each engineer, who will, as soon as
convenient, release and return it. Remem-
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ber that the firemen will come directly to the
box which has been pulled, and be sure that
someone stays at the box to direct them to
the fire.
Never pull an alarm for a fire seen at a dis-
tance. Never touch a box except to give an
alarm of fire. Give an alarm for no cause
other than actual fire. Don't give an alarm
for a chimney fire.
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REPORT OF TAX COLLECTOR
Somersworth, N. H., February 28, 1935.
To His Honor, the Mayor, and City Council:
Gentlemen:—In accordance with the ordinances
of the City of Somersworth, I herewith submit my re-
port of collections for the municipal year of 1934,
Balance due ; 1932 taxes $ 55.79
To abatement 3.05
$ 52.74
Paid City Treasurer 31.43
$ 21.31
Less commission at li/i'/r -39
Uncollected taxes $ 20.92
Uncollected taxes, 1933 $15,656.96







Less commission at ll^% 199.32
$15,746.22
Paid City Treasurer $15,746.22
1934 tax list submitted $150,347.07
Added valuation, property 282.64
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Paid City Treasurer $124,284.14
1934 Abatements:
Over age, 6 $ 12.00
Non resident, 10 20.00
Stock in trade 89.10
Property 1,099.23
Oxen 2.64
Paid elsewhere, 10 20.00
World War veterans, property 43.00
Unable to pay, 198 396.00
Left city, 85 170.00
World War Veterans, poll taxes, 4 . . . . 8.00
Duplicates, 12 24.00
Under age, 12 24.00













1933 Redemption of taxes $ 210.68
Paid treasurer No. 5496 210.68
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REPORT OF INSPECTOR OF PLUMBING
Somersworth, N. H., March 1, 1935.
To His Honor, the Mayor, and City Council:
Gentlemen :—I herewith submit my report for the
year ending February 28, 1935. Inspection of twen-
ty-three new sewer connections were made during
the year, and also twenty-four inspections on altera-
tions in plumbing, on sewer service previously placed
in buildings, insuring proper drainage of plumbing,





REPORT OF CLERK OF MUNICIPAL COURT
Somersworth, N. H., March 1, 1935.
To His Honor, the Mayor, ayid City Council:
Gentlemen:—I herewith submit the report for the
year ending February 28, 1935.
CRIMINAL DOCKET




Breaking and entering 2
Offenses against auto laws 39










DISPOSED OF AS FOLLOWS:







Placed on file 1
Suspended 2
84




Damage to property 2




From fines, costs and civil court fees














Haven Doe, City Treasurer $ 385.00
State Motor Vehicle Commissioner .... 1,087.18
Transportation 39.00
Attorney juvenile fees 20.00
Witness fees 35.65
Postage .50






REPORT OF CITY MARSHAL
Somersworth, N. H., February 28, 1935.
To HiH Honor, the Mayor, and City Comicil:
Gentlemen :—I herewith submit my report for the
fiscal year ending February 28, 1935.









Breaking and entering and larceny 2
Assault 7





Arrested for Sanford police 1
91
DISPOSAL
Paid fines and costs 46
Paid cost 5
Committed to House of Correction 16
Suspended 1
Continued 4
Committed to N. H. State Hospital 1
Mittimus called 6
Discharged 1
Held for Superior Court 7
Placed on file 1
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Nol pressed 2
Delivered to Sanford police 1
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Somersworth, N. H., March 1, 1935.
To His Honor, the Mayor, and City Council:
Gentlemen :—I herewith submit my report for the
year ending Febryary 28, 1935.
REiCEIPTS FOR THE MONTHS OF












Total for the year $ 3,975.00
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REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES OF THE
SOMERSWORTH PUBLIC LIBRARY
Somersworth, N. H., March 1, 1935.
To His Honor, the Manor, and City Council:
Gentlemen :—The Trustees of the Public Library
respectfully submit the report of the Librarian for
the year ending February 28, 1935.
We feel that our library has done grand work dur-
ing the past year, considering the small appropria-
tion with which we have had to carry on the work.
In submitting our report for the year just closed
we would call attention to the constant use of the
facilities of our Public Library and the continued
demand for new books which are of vital importance
for the success of any library.
Mrs. Savithes' report will be found interesting,
showing as it does, an appreciation of the opportu-








Trustees of the Somersworth
Public Library.
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REPORT OF THE LIBRARIAN OF THE SOMERS-
WORTH PUBLIC LIBRARY
To the Trustees of the Somersworth Public Library:
Gentlemen:—It is my pleasure to present the an-
nual report for the year ending February 28, 1935.
The Public Library has doubtless meant more to
many of our people the past year than ever before.
It has been evident that our borrowers, many of them
without employment, have taken advantage of the
opportunity to read, both in the way of education,
and to take their thoughts off their troubles and thus
acquire a happier frame of mind.
It has been a busy year, and the book resources
have been drained to the utmost to meet the circu-
lation. At times it has been seemingly impossible to
find a western story or a mystery story, the two most
popular types, on the shelves.
The total circulation for the year was 36,037,
which means that over 72,000 books passed back
and forth across the charging desk of this library in
one year.
We added 459 new books during the year; among
the new volumes added, you will find books which
people in larger cities are reading and which are
reviewed and recommended by the expert critics of
the year. They were not carefully selected and or-
dered, but when received they were classified, cata-
logued and then listed in the Somersworth Free
Press; all the cards for the card catalogue were
typewritten here in the library, instead of buying
those printed by the Library of Congress, so the ex-
pense was lessened, and at the same time, the card
catalogue has been kept strictly up to date.
The following statistics will show something of the
work we have done in the past twelve months.
Number of volumes accessioned 459
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Number of volumes in the library March 1,
1935 17,051
Number of volumes rebound 131
Number of volumes of non-fiction loaned . 6,216
Number of volumes of fiction loaned 29,821
Total circulation 36,037
Number of books loaned to children .... 4,752
Number of volumes covered and repaired
in the library (this does not include hun-
dreds of books in which torn pag-es were
mended and loose leaves pasted) 140
Number of new borrowers registered dur-
ing the year 199
Number of borrowers' cards in force,
March 1, 1935 3,478
The 36,037 books which we loaned were divided




















I wish to thank the Trustees for support given to
the Librarian in conducting the affairs of the library
during the year.
Respectfully submitted,
Mrs. Leona H. Savithes,
Librarian.
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REPORT OF THE DIRECTORS OF FOREST
GLADE CEMETERY
Somersworth, N. H., March 1, 1935.
To His Honor, the Mayor, a7id City Council:
Gentlemen:—Herewith we submit a report of the
affairs of Forest Glade Cemetery for the year ending
February 28, 1935, as made up by the clerk.
Appropriation $ 2,000.00
Receipts 875.78
Trust fund income 1,335.64
Total $ 4.2U.42
John R, Hodsdon, superintendent 1,577.30
Duffy, William, labor 295.62
Lapointe, Alfred, labor 70.33
Henley, William, labor 41.66
Brochu, Alfred, labor 41.66
Norris, Leonard, labor 110.04
Gilbert, Ernest, labor 130.98
Hodsdon, Harry B., labor 888.30
Sullivan, Daniel F., labor 710.10
Vigue, Omar, labor 260.45
Deshaies, Charles, labor 19.33
Couture, Napoleon, labor 12.66
King, Charles, labor 35.66
Hodsdon, John R., team hire 240.00
Mullen, John, labor 35.66
Drouin, Oliva, labor 4.50
Vigue, Joseph, labor 12.00
Austin, J. B., cement vaults 80.00
Tardiff, Polycarpe, P. M., stamped en-
velopes 16.38
Hodsdon, John R., cash paid out 11.32
Morin's Garage, labor and supplies . . . 53.03
Free Press Pub. Co., bill and letterheads 21.25
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Hi-Wash Garage, labor 1.10
Quimby, Edward H., supplies for Supt. 6.75
Somersworth Savings Bank, office rent 20.00
B. & M. R. R., freight 1.16
Railway Express Agency, express .78
Eclipse Machine Co., mowing machines 24.00
Dolge, C. B., granite cleaner 16.15
Henderson, Peter & Co., seed 23.23
Normand, L. J., lumber for forms 7.83
Dow Nurseries, shrubbery 12,00
Hydrol Chemical Co., dye for grass cov-
ering 15.00
Ricker, C. E., parts for pumps 1.00
Hopkins & Graves, flowers for entrance
and urns 91.35
Brackett & Shaw Co., part for pump , . .25
Michaud, H. L., repairs and supplies . 25.10
Curran, Henry J., repairs to mower .... 2.50
Roy, C. P., supplies 111.82
Turgeon, A. J., seed, fertilizer and ce-
ment 21.90
Total $ 5,050.15






Directors of Forest Glade Cemetery.
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REPORT OF SUPERINTENDENT
Somersworth, N. H., February 28, 1935.
To His Ho7ior, the Mayor, and City Council:
Gentlemen :—Herewith I submit a report of the
affairs of Forest Glade Cemetery for the year end-




Trust fund income 1,335.64
Total $ 4,211.42
EXPENDITURES
Labor and team hire $ 4,486.25
Supplies and repairs 563.90
Total $ 5,050.15
1934, uncollected bills $ 293.00
1929, uncollected bills 38.25
1930, uncollected bills 25.80
1931, uncollected bills 154.00
1932, uncollected bills 191.00









REPORT OF TREASURER OF NOBLE PINES
AND PLAYGROUND
For the Season 1934
RECEIPTS
May 1, 1934, balance from previous year $ 11.32
City of Somersworth 650.00
$ 661.32
DISBURSEMENTS
Joseph Faucher, labor and supervision . $ 420.00
Gedeon Blouin, labor 102.00
Roland Faucher, labor 18.00
Wilfred Garneau, labor - 6.00
L. J. A. Normand & Sons, supplies 1.95
C. P. Kinsman, supplies .50
Clement P. Roy, supplies 8.74
DesMarais Cut Price Store, supplies . . . 27.35
Dumais Bros., supplies 44.98
Symes & Son, supplies .65
Crawford, Tolles & Co., insurance .... 13.20
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CITY TREASURER'S REPORT
Gentlemen of the City Council:
The City Treasurer herewith submits his report
for the year ending February 28, 1935.
Treasurer, in account with the City of Somersworth,
N. H.
DR.
To cash balance, March 1, 1934 $14,133.01
Cemetery trust funds, in S. S. bank 375.00
Cemetery trust funds income 1,335.64
Cemetery income 875.78
Chandler Building 120.00





Police court fees 385.00
School department 165.67







Water Works special 188.02
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE ITEMS
Railroad tax $ 935.30
Insurance tax 1.88
Savings bank tax 8,302.21
Forest fires 4.45
Gravel 74.10
1933 tax on dividends and
interest 1,794.25
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1934 tax on dividends and
interest $ 1,856.59
School supplies 89.10
Use of road equipment .... 1,509.87
E. R. U 3,289.61
$17,857.36
SUNDRIES ITEMS
Auto taxes, 1934 $ 1,538.40
Auto taxes, 1935 2,436.63
Gravel 187.65
Discount on fire hose 10.00
Liquor permit 1.00
Highway (W. Perron) 21.50
Sy. Gas Co. (repair on road) 12.80
Primary filing fees 6.00
Refund (W. B. Shaw-High) 11.75
Refund (Alpha Couture) . . 2.40
Use of road equipment .... 304.56
Telephone tolls 2.90
Municipal discount on tractor 445.00




IN SOMEiRSWORTH SAVINGS BANK
Cemetery trust fund $44,476.24
Cemetery gate fund 1,689.66
Chandler fund 2,000.00
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E. R. U 3,289.61
Fire department 5,798.57















R. F. Welfare Relief 7,502.59
Schools 41,015.03
Schools fire special 189.00





Accrued interest on water bonds 576.00
SUNDRIES ITEMS
Memorial Day $ 300.00
Municipal water supply . . .
Noble Pines and Playground 650.00
Repairs on public buildings 763.10
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Red Cross $ 500.00
Purchase of real estate taxes. . . . 813.36
$ 3,026.46









For the Fiscal Year Ending February 28, 1935
To His Honor, the Mayor and Gentlemen of the Council:
The Auditors respectfully submit their report for
audit of fiscal year, March 1, 1934, to February 28,
1935.
We have verified and approved books and reports
of Treasurer, City Clerk, Tax Collector, Water De-
partment, City Messenger, Superintendent of Ceme-
tery and Clerk of Court.
We found Treasurer, City Clerk and Tax Collector
properly bonded and their bonds on file with the
City Clerk.
We found checks drawn and not presented for
payment to the amount of $3,131.96.
We found money due the city in the amount
shown, from the following sources:
Rent of Opera House $ 20.00
Unpaid taxes 23,522.86
Unpaid water bills 16,660.67








SCHEDULE OF CITY PROPERTY
City Hall and furniture $ 60,000.00
Chandler Building 20,000.00
Public Library 12,000.00
Schoolhouses and property 225,000.00
Engine house, Prospect street 1,500.00
Engine house. Main street 1,000.00
Engine house, Washington street 1,000.00
•Fire apparatus and equipment 36,500.00
Central Fire Station 20,000.00
Storehouse and land 1,000.00
Water Works system 243,700.00
Sewers 178,000.00
Stone crusher plant 50.00
Scraper 30.00
Jigger, derrick and pump 50.00
Shovels, picks, etc 80.00
Two-horse roller 50.00
Road machine, plow and harrow 250,00
Sidewalk plows 345.00
Steam road roller 3,000.00








One Ford fire truck 1,397.00
Grand total of schedule of city property . $846,063.00






Date Amount Amount Outstanding
Issued Issued Redeemed August 1, 1934
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Gasoline pumps and tanks 5,200.00
Value of stock in trade 208,752.00
Mills, Machinery and factories 323,650.00
Total $4,321,487.00
3,077 polls at $2.00 each 6,154.00
STATEMENT AS MADE UP FROM THE BOOKS
OF THE CITY CLERK
SALARIES
Napoleon A. Berube, city clerk $ 1,800.00
Napoleon A. Berube, help hire 510.00
Michael O'Malley, tax collector 1,800.00
Edward G. Letourneau, street commis-
sioner 1,700.00
Joseph O. Paquette, city messenger .... 1,200.00
Arthur Nadeau, truck driver 1,072.17
George Heon, truck driver 339.99
Clement P. Roy, mayor 631.25
Peter M. Gagne, mayor 175.00
Albert E. Colburn, judge of municipal
court 461.02
Fred Wiesner, judge of municipal court 187.50
Thomas J. McGreal, city solicitor 600.00
Haven Doe, city treasurer 400.00
Daniel F. Bohan, assessor and clerk . . . 403.75
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Edward U. Vezeau, assessor $ 255.00
James F. Vincent, assessor 255.00
John J. Duffy, overseer of the poor .... 400.00
Harry E. Anderson, M. D., city physician 200.00
Fred A. Houle, supervisor, chairman . . 225.00
Daniel F. Sullivan, clerk 225.00
Gedeon W. Doyon, supervisor 150.00
Javan M. Russell, supervisor 150.00
Oliver F. Colburn, supervisor 150.00
John O'Neil, chief engineer 135.00
George Berry, first deputy engineer . . . 110.00
Patrick E. Hourihane, second deputy en-
gineer 110.00
Joseph Bourque, sanitary officer 250.00
Frank H. Kinsman, probation olficer . . . 91.67
Margaret C. O'Connell, auditor 75.00
Albert E. Colburn, auditor 75.00
Eugene J. Morin, plumbing inspector . . . 50.00
Walter J. Gilbert, clock winder 45.00
Napoleon H. Gilbert, assessor 85.00
Fred Wiesner, clerk of municipal court 41.67
Albert E. Colburn, clerk of municipal
court 19.49
Fred Wiesner, judge of municipal court 6.72
Election oflicers' pay rolls 326.00
Ballott inspectors' pay rolls 236.00
Gate tenders' pay rolls 75.00
Janitors' ward rooms' pay rolls 39.00
Total expenditures $15,061.23
By appropriation 14,000.00
Transferred from City Hall account . . . 861.99




The Twin State Gas and Electric Com-
pany, lighting- $ 778.18
Lapointe and Willette, insurance on city
hall and contents of same 777.00
Paul Breton, coal, city hall 444.73
Robert Mullen, services as stage hand at
Opera House 104.25
Rochester Germicide Company, supplies 100.25
Boston and Maine Railroad, freight on
coal 97.14
Dumais Bros., repairs and supplies . . . 70.37
Strafford-York Gas Co., gas, city hall . . 56.86
Charles J. McGuinness, labor and sup-
plies 61.95
Joseph Plante, supplies 49.32
Albert Morin, services as usher at Opera
House 47.75
Douglas Carton, services as usher at Op-
era House 45.50
New England Telephone and Telegraph
Co., service, theatre 43.15
Lucien Vincent, services as usher at Op-
era House 43.00
Thomas McLin, services as usher at Op-
era House 35.00
Alfred Lapointe, services as usher at Op-
era House 34.75
Martin Heon, services as usher at Opera
House 21.00
Perreault's Furniture, supplies 20.30
Mrs. Joseph Gagne, services. Opera
House 18.55
Clement P. Roy, supplies 18.20
William Murray, services as usher at Op-
era House ^ 17.50
Holy Trinity Parish, rebate on rental of I
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Opera House, for drama held March
16, 1934 $ 16.00
Ambrose Lessard, labor, repairing car-
pets at Opera House 15.00
Agenas Plante, services as usher at Op-
era House 13.25
Anthony Pay, services as usher at Opera
House 12.75
George Fortier, services as usher at Op-
era House 11.75
St, Martin's Choir, rebate on rental of
Opera House 11.00
Senior Class, Somersworth High School,
rebate on rental of Opera House, for
play held November 23, 1934 11.00
Cleophas E. Hudon, supplies 9.00
Leo Gregoire, services as usher at Opera
House 8.75
Albert Lessard, services as usher at Op-
era House 8.50
Raymond Fredette, services as stage
hand at Opera House 8.50
United States Air Conditioning Corpora-
tion, repairs, supplies 6.85
Rust-I-Cide Products Co., supplies 5.04
Profile Garage, supplies, theatre 5.00
Henry Fredette, services as usher at
Opera House 4.25
Albert J. Dumais, supplies 4.06
Railway Express Ar;ency, Inc., express-
age 3.87
James J. Devereux, stock and labor . . . 3.57
Raymond Fredette, services as usher at
Opera House 3.00
Ernest Turcotte, repairing door at City
Hall 2.60
Somersworth Transportation Co., ex-
pressage 2.50
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Peterson's Motor Express, Inc., express-
age $ 2.00
Frank Deschenes, stock and labor 1.80
Joseph O. Paquette, cash, paid out .... 1.27
Joseph A. Dumais, duplicate keys .... 1.25
Napoleon A. Habel, supplies, Opera
House 1.20
Edward G. Perreault, supplies 1.00
Henry Curran, repairing carpet sweeper .75
Joseph L. Michaud, labor .75
Total expenditures $ 3,061.01




William H. Wiggin. marshal $1,869.21
Charles A. Parsons, patrolman 1,530.90
John E. Hanagan, patrolman 1,530.90
Emile Gauvin, patrolman 1,530.90
Benjamin Thomas, special patrolman . . 166.05
New England Telephone and Telegraph
Company, service 492.08
Traffic Equipment Company, repairs and
supplies 253.05
Leo F. Ruel, police commissioner and
clerk 75.00
Estate of Virgil P. Hersey, police commis-
sioner 50.00
John F. Shaw, police commissioner .... 50.00
Perreault's Furniture Store, chairs, police
station 41.00
Wiliam H. Wiggin, auto service 24.00
Clement P. Roy, supplies 14.35
Bunny's Diner, meals to prisoners 12.70
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Emile Boucher, special patrolman $ 12.15
Frank Deschenes, special patrolman . . . 12.15
Joseph Sirois, special patrolman 12.15
Dion's Drug Store, supplies 4.80
Etienne Gagnon, special patrolman .... 4.05
Joseph Faucher, special patrolman .... 4.05
Cyrille Doucet, special patrolman 4.05
Charles J. King, special patrolman .... 4.05
Joseph King, special patrolman 4.05
Ernest Sylvain, special patrolman .... 4.05
Joseph O. Paquette, auto service 6.00
The Free Press Publishing Co., printing
and supplies 4.75
George Matthews, auto service 3.00
Edson C. Wastman Co., Inc., one firearm
permit book 1.60
Profile Garage, auto service 1.00
Total expenditures $ 7,722.04
By appropriation $7,200.00
Transferred from city treasury 522.04
$ 7,722.04
GARBAGE
Ludger Bolduc, collcctir of garbage ... $ 2,284.74
By appropriation $2,200.00
Transferred from city treasury 84.74
$ 2,284.74
STREET LIGHTS
The Twin State Gas and Electric Com-
pany, lighting streets $14,108.08
By appropriation $14,105.04




The Union Trust Company of Boston, in-
terest on High School Bonds $ 5,442.50
Lincoln R. Young & Co., discount on
notes 1,108.33
Somersworth Savings Bank, interest on
notes 593.75
Haven Doe, interest on Water Works Im-
provements bonds 384.00
Lincoln R. Young & Co., interest on tax
anticip(ation note 248.65
The First National Bank, interest on note 20.83
Total expenditures $ 7,798.06
Transferred to R. F. Welfare Relief ac-
count 1,363.60
Total $ 9,161.66
By appropriation $ 9,161.66
NOTES PAYABLE
The First National Bank $55,000.00
Somersworth Savings Bank 30,000.00
Total $85,000.00
Transferred to city treasury 85,000.00
DOG LICENSES
Receipts $ 240.67
Transferred to Schools' account 240.67
MISCELLANEOUS LICENSES
Receipts $ 200.00
Transferred to city treasurv 200.00
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PURCHASE OF REAL ESTATE
Michael O'Malley, tax collector $ 813.36
Transferred from city treasury 813.36
CHANDLER BUILDING
Paul Breton, coal $ 398.69
James P. Vincent, fuel oil 188.52
Somersworth Water Works, water rent,
Chandler building- 143.57
Lapointe & Willett, insurance on Chan-
dler Building 135.00
Boston & Maine Railroad, freight on coal 97.60
Louis Gagne, services as fireman at
Chandler Building 66.67
James K. Home, fuel oil 46.50
The Twin State Gas and Electric Co.,
lighting city council rooms 17.15
Strafford-York Gas Co., gas, city council
rooms 14.19
Charles J. McGuinness, stock and labor 4.00
Total expenditures $ 1,111.89
By receipts $ 120.00
One-half Chandler trust fund 30.22
Transferred from Printing- ac-
count 623.80
Transferred from city treasury 337.87
$ 1,111.89
STATE TAX
State of New Hampshire, state tax for
the year 1934 $16,887.00
By appropriation 16,887.00
PRINTING
Wilfred F. Willett, printing city reports
and binding same $ 376.20
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NOBLE PINES AND PLAYGROUNDS
Fred K. Wentworth, treasurer 650.00




The Union Trust Company of Boston,
high school bonds $ 6,000.00
The Union Trust Company of Boston,
highway improvement bonds 4,000.00




REPAIRS ON PUBLIC BUILDINGS
Joseph LaBonte, one oil burner. Chandler
Building $ 383.00
Frank Deschenes, stock and labor 83.17
Joseph Langevin, stock and labor and
trucking, Chandler Building 63.22
Clement P. Roy, supplies 52.39
Daniel Roberge, stock and labor, Chan-
dler Building 50.36
Joseph M. Rousseau, labor, Opera House 39.60
Eugene Tatro, labor, city hall 24.00
Ernest Turcotte, stock and labor, city
hall 21.26
Felix Lassonde, labor at Opera House . 15.00
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Albert A. Tapscott, stock and labor . . $ 40.65
Joseph Goulet, labor, removal of snow . 3.00
Alderic Lord, labor, removal of snow . . 3.00
Alfred J. Lapointe, labor, removal of
snow 3.00
Richard Lessard, labor, removal of snow 3.00
Robert Mullen, labor, removal of snow . 3.00
George Rheaume, labor, removal of snow 3.00
James J. Devereux, stock and labor . . . 2.05
L. J. Norman & Sons, lumber .40
Total expenditures $ 763.10




STATE AID ROAD CONSTRUCTION—E. R. U.
Labor and truck $ 3,289.61
Receipts from State of New Hampshire 3,289.61
MEMORIAL DAY










Checks of previous years, cashed during-
fiscal year, ending February 28, 1935 $15,739.53
Transferred from city treasury 15,739.53
HEALTH DEPARTMENT
Joseph Bourque, cash paid out, Board of
Health $ 19.82
The C. E. Brewster Co., supplies. Board
of Health 17.05
Albert J. Dumais, meat and groceries,
Alfred Vigneault, scarlet fever case . 16.95
Harry E. Anderson, M. D., professional
services 8.00
Railway Express Agency, Inc., express-
age. Board of Health 6.17
Paul Breton, wood, Alfred Vigneault . . 4.50
George W. Nutter, supplies, Board of
Health .94
Total expenditures $ 73.43
Transferred from Repairs on
Public Buildings account . . $ 36.90
Transferred from city treasury 36.53
$ 73.43
PUBLIC LIBRARY
Mrs. Leona H. Savithes, librarian $ 1,200.00
The H. R. Huntting Co., Inc., books 150.00
Carol Cox Book Company, books 142.48
The Personal Book Shop, books 125.04
Arthur R. Womrath, Inc., books 104.70
F. J. Barnard & Co., rebinding books and
magazines, and supplies 88.07
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Library Book House, books $ 81.31
ITie Twin State Gas and Electric Com-
pany, lig-hting 76.14
Lapointe & Willett, insurance 60.00
Herman Goldberger Agency, magazine
subscriptions 31.20
The Junior Literary Guild, Inc., books . 26.82
The Pergande Publishing Co., books . . . 11.68
Girl Scouts, Inc., books 4.95
Total expenditures $ 2,102.39
By appropriation $2,100.00
Transferred from city treasury 2.39
$ 2,102.39
FOREST GLADE CEMETERY
John R. Hodsdon, superintendent $ 1,577.31
Harry B. Hodsdon, labor 888.30
Daniel F. Sullivan, labor 710.10
William Duffy, labor 295.62
Omer Vigue, labor 260.45
John R. Hodsdon, team hire 240.00
Ernest Gilbert, labor 130.98
Clement P. Roy, supplies 111.82
Leonard Norris, labor 110.04
Hopkins & Graves, supplies 91.35
J. B. Austin, two cement vaults 80.00
Fred Lapointe, labor 70.33
Morin's Garage, labor and supplies . . . 53.02
William F. Hennelly, labor 41.66
Alfred Brochu, labor 41.66
John Mullen, labor 35.66
Joseph L. Michaud, repairs and supplies 25.10
The Eclipse Machine Co., two lawn mow-
ers 24.00
Peter Henderson & Co., supplies 23.23
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Adjutor Turgeon, supplies $ 21.90
The Free Press Publishing Co., printing
and supplies 21.25
Somersworth Savings Bank, rent of desk
room 20.00
Charles Deshaies ,labor 19.33
Polycarpe Tardif, P. M., stamped envel-
opes 16.38
C. B. Dolge Co., supplies 16.15
Hydol Chemical Company, Inc., grass
spray 15.00
Napoleon Couture, labor 12.66
The Dov^ Nurseries, supplies 12.00
Joseph Vigue, labor 12.00
John R. Hodsdon, cash paid out 11.32
L. J. Normand & Sons, labor and supplies 7.83
Edward H. Quimby, supplies 6.75
Joseph Drouin, labor 4.50
Henry Curran, repairs, lawn mower .... 2.50
Boston and Maine Railroad, freight on
supplies 1.16
Hi-Wash Garage, supplies 1.10
C. Everett Ricker, pump packing 1.00
Railway Express Agency, Inc., express-
age
Brackett & Shaw Co., one seat for pump .25
Dewhirst Motor Sales, one dump truck
—
special 250.00
Charles King, labor 35.66
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Total expenditures $ 5,300.15
By appropriation $2,000.00
By appropriation special .... 250.00
Cemetery trust fund income . . 1,335.64
Cemetery income 875.78
Transferred from city treasury 838.73
$ 5,300.15
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R. F. WELFARE RELIEF
Relief $ 6,450.59
Boston and Maine Railroad, freig-ht on
coal for mattress factory 377.87
Domicile Couture, coal, mattres factory:
F. E. K. A 301.77
Daniel J. Moriarty, attorney re : St. Jo-
seph's Hospital and Dr. R. G. Smith,
both of Nashua, N. H., services to Jo-
seph Vallee 372.36
Total expenditures $ 7,502.59
By appropriation $3,000.00
Transferred from Interest ac-
count 1,363.60
Transferred from city treasury 3,138.99
$ 7,502.59
MOTHS
Joseph Langevin, labor on brown tail
any gypsy moths $ 105.70
Benjamin Thomas, labor on brown tail
and gypsy moths 102.90
Edward Hallahan, labor on brown tail
and gypsy moths 49.01
Clement P. Roy, supplies 7.18
Total expenditures $ 264.79
Transferred from city treasury 264.79
PUBLIC WELFARE
Somersworth Beef Co., meat and gro-
ceries $ 226.00
Harry E. Anderson, M. D., professional
services 190.00
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Hayes Hospital, medical care $ 184.50
South End Market, meat and groceries . 94.00
Albert J. Dumais, meat and groceries . . 92.00
Edmond Hebert & Co., burial services . 75.00
Frechette's, footwear 65.17
Strafford County Farm, board and care . 44.28
Elizabeth McDonald, board and room . 25.00
Georgianna Pare, services 22.00
Lucien D. Magnan, board and room . . . 20.00
Mrs. Joseph Tanguay, care of child .... 18.00
Edward E. Donahue, meat and groceries 18.00
Balch Hospital for Children, services . . 16.00
James Beamis, wood delivery 15.75
Henry Routhier, board and room 15.00
George Vachon, wood delivery 10.50
H. O. Chesley, M. D., services, Alfred
Couture 10.00
Rose Cheney, rent 8.87
Ernest A. Lothrop, board 7.50
Harry E. Anderson, M. D 6.50
Mildred Fogg, rent 6.00
Dionne's Market, meat and groceries . . 6.00
Arthur Normandeau, milk 3.10
Total expenditures $ 1,179.17
Transferred from city treasury 1,179.17
FIRE
Firemen's pay roll, services $ 1,765.00
Justin A. McCarthy Co., supplies 1,050.20
Charles J. McGuinness, stock and labor,
fire alarm system 292.05
Paul Breton, coal, central fire station . 208.14
Dolor A. Houle, assistant truck driver . 189.00
Lapointe & Willett, insurance. Central
fire station 157.50
Charles J. McGuinness, care of fire alarm
system 250.00
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The Twin State Gas and Electric Co.,
lighting Central fire station $ 152.14
Boston and Maine Railroad, freight on
coal, Central fire station 104.65
Lapointe & Willett, liability, property-
damage, and fire insurance on Ford
fire truck 85.63
New England Telephone and Telegraph
Co., service Central fire station .... 78.67
Lapointe & Willett, liability and prop-
erty damage insurance on LfaFrance
fire truck 80.00
New England Telephone and Telegraph
Co., service chief engineer 46.24
Clement P. Roy, supplies, fire department 43.00
Labor and supplies, auto service and
trucking, Rogers' wood lot fire 678.02
Labor, Bates' block fire 157.75
Labor, Joseph Turgeon's block fire . . . 43.50
Labor, dump fire, Indigo Hill road .... 19.80
Labor, Vigue lot fire 18.40
Labor, Moody's field brush fire 16.20
Labor, Granite State Park fire 14.20
Labor, Hanson's Corner, brush fire 14.60
Labor, Joseph LaBonte's house fire .... 11.50
John O'Neil, labor. Central fire station 40.00
Morin's Garage, labor and supplies, fire
department 36.16
American-LaFrance and Foamite Indus-
tries, Inc., supplies, fire department . . 31.75
Hap's Garage, supplies, fire department 30.60
The McCann Corporation, one search
light 30.00
The Texas Company, supplies, fire de-
partment 28.94
Somersworth Water Works, water rent,
Central fire station, one year 28.80
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Strafford-York Gas Co., gas,, Central fire
station $ 19.61
Hi-Wash Garage, repairs and supplies,
fire department 16.36
Alfred A. Tapscott, stock and labor, fire
department 14.56
Ryan's Battery Station, one battery . . . 13.50
John O'Neil, auto service chief's auto . . 46.00
Charles J. McGuinness, labor and sup-
plies, Central fire station 12.60
Ryan's Battery Station, repairing battery
on pumper 8.50
Somersworth Beef Co., supplies 6.22
Joseph L. Michaud, one clock, fire de-
partment 6.00
John O'Neil, services, posting notices . . 3.00
City Garage, gasoline and oil 2.33
George J. Lauzon, one milk can, fire de-
partment 2.25
Labor, Charles Kinsman's fire 9.00
Labor, Edward Sawtelle's hot brush fire 8.00
Labor, Wilfred Fortier fire 7.91
Labor, Fred Houle's residence, fire .... 5.10
Labor, Blue Moon Building, Granite State
Park road fire 4.00
Labor, Indigo Hill road, brush fire .... 2.40
John O'Neil, inspecting schools and
stores . 7.00
L. J. Normand & Sons, stock and labor,
fire department 1.75
Perreault's Furniture Store, auto wax,
fire department 1.50
John O'Neil, testing and repairing hose 3.20
Frank Deschenes, supplies, fire depart-
ment 1.50
Maude Highley, one pruner 1.30
Albert J. Dumais, supplies, Central fire
station 1.25
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Controller Service and Sales Co., sup-
plies, fire alarm $ 1.00
Maurice Nadeau, testing and repairing
hose 2.40
Joseph T. McKeon, labor, fire alarm sys-
tem, clearing up grounds 4.00
Matthew H. Riley, auto service to Gonic
free 2.00
Napoleon Couture, testing and repairing
hose 3.20
Nicholas P. Collay, supplies, fire depart-
ment .98
Peterson's Motor Express, Inc., express-
age, fire department .70
Total expenditures $ 5,921.56
By appropriation $5,000.00
Transferred from city treasury 921.56
$ 5,921.56
DAMAGES
William J. Ricker, chickens killed by
dogs $ 208.50
Adelard Huppe, pullets and roosters
killed by dogs . 44.30
Total expenditures $ 252.80
Transferred from city treasury 252.80
FIRE TRUCK SPECIAL
Casco Bank & Trust Co., assignee, equip-
ment for fire truck $ 797.00
Dewhirst Motor Sales, one Ford chassis
for fire department equipment 600.00
Total expenditures $ 1,397.00
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Transferred to city treasury $ 1.00
Total $ 1,398.00
By appropriation $ 1,398.00
HIGHWAY AND EQUIPMENT
Clark-Wilcox Company, one tractor com-
plete $ 5,281.00
Koppers Products Company, Inc., tarmac 1,525.09
Napoleon Delisle, labor 1,359.44
Joseph G, Deshaies, labor 1,243.10
Etienne Gagnon, labor 1,102.92
Standard Oil Company of New York, Inc.,
gasoline 1,142.43
John W. Coyle, labor 1,112.16
Adelard Demers, labor 1,118.88
Joseph Roy, labor 1,058.40
Antonio A. Ouellette, labor 995.82
Cleophas Dusseault, labor 981.12
Telesphore St. Laurent, labor 322.64
llieodule Bisson, labor 316.64
Delphis Dubois, labor 244.32
Ernest Turcotte, stock and labor, city
barn 309.54
Clement P. Roy, supplies 282.28
Morin's Garage, repairs and supplies . 279.55
Joseph L. Michaud, repairs and supplies 176.63
Clark-Wilcox Company, supplies 176.94
Emile Leclerc, truck hire, C. W. A. proj-
ect 144.00
Edward A. Gagnon, labor 109.00
The Texas Company, supplies 108.88
Donat Daigle, labor and plow 108.00
Napoleon Couture, labor 99.34
Ralph H. Bunker, labor and supplies . . 94.30
Alec Lariviere, labor 83.00
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Ernest Gilbert, labor • ,$ 79.33
Arthur Gaudette, labor 69.99
Lapointe & Willett, liability and proper-
ty damage insurance on two Interna-
tional trucks 76.00
Arthur Landry, labor on truck and plow 67.00
Rosario Rousseau, labor 63.67
Harry Wiseman, labor and plow 62.00
Domicile Couture, labor and plow and
truck 53.00
Benjamin Thomas, labor 51.33
Alphonse Gagnon, labor 47.33
New England Telephone and Telegraph
Company, service, city clerk 44.58
C. Everett Ricker, stock and labor .... 13.90
Alfred Cantin, labor and truck 53.00
HIGHWAY AND EQUIPMENT
Lapointe & Willett, insurance on store
house and contents of same $ 64.75
Albert A. Tapscott, stock and labor . . . 37.87
Maine Steel Product Co., supplies 37.14
Lapointe & Willett. insurance on cil^y
barn, High street 60.00
Evariste Bolduc, laV ^r 37.00
Arthur Pepin, labor 35.33
Commodore Steel Company, supplies . . 34.86
Frank P. Mack, lab-r 34.00
George Vanasse, labor 33.00
Farmer Chevrolet, Inc., repairs and sup-
plies, damage by city truck 34.94
Emile Nadeau, labor 30.34
Joseph Couture, Jr., labor 29.00
Louis Cohen, labor and plow 25.00
Adolphe Leclerc, labor 24.66
Donat Lehoullier, labor 24.34
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Alfred Provost, labor $ 24.00
Dyar Sales and Machinery Co., supplies 23.50
Fabe's Sign Shop, labor, painting 20.45
Lapointe & Willett, insurance on Store
House, West High street 22.20
John B. Varick Co., supplies 22.50
Joseph Moison, labor 22.00
Thomas Nadeau, labor 21.33
Frank Francoeur, labor 21.33
Omer Landry, labor 21.00
G. F. Haynes, labor and truck 21.00
Chas. F. Kellom & Co., Inc., supplies . . . 20.46
Thomas Dumont, labor 20.00
Good Roads Machinery Company of New
England, supplies 20.00
The Twin State Gas and Electric Co.,
lighting, city barn 19.18
Archille Lepage, labor 18.00
Noel Theberge, labor 17.34
Joseph M. Rosseau, labor, painting city
barn 16.80
Lucien Pay, labor 16.33
Albert J. Dumais, supplies 15.80
George A. Houle, labor 15.67
Domicile Couture, coal 15.25
Arthur Dodier, labor 19.33
Ruel & Co., labor and plow 15.00
William St. John, labor and plow .... 15.00
Johnson Foundry, one receiver 14.00
Alphonse Turmelle, labor 14.00
Emile Lessard, labor 14.00
Arthur Boulay, labor 14.00
Walter Hebert, labor 14.00
Ernest Tanguay, labor 13.67
Paul Soucy, labor 13.67
Rene Leclerc, labor 13.67
Pierre Aubin, labor 13.67
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John Chasse, labor $ 13.00
Barthelemie Nolette, labor 12.33
Henry Routhier, labor 12.33
John B. Dumont, labor 13.33
Electro-Bleaching Gas Co., supplies . . . 39.00
Ryan's Battery Station, one battery . . . 15.00
Joseph Vallee, labor 12.33
Palmer Gagnon, labor 12.00
Joseph Boucher, labor 12.00
Jerry Leclerc, labor 12.00
Odilon Landry, labor 11.67
Arthur Newcomb, labor 11.66
Albert Pouliot, labor 11.33
Arthur Gilbert, labor 11.00
Alfred Nadeau, labor 11.00
Dumais Bros., stock and labor 10.36
Alcide Dodier, labor 10.33
William Goddard, labor 12.33
Anselme Demaris, labor 12.00
Mike Geranis, labor 10.33
Alfred Gagne, labor 10.33
Gedeon Dodier, labor 10.33
Paul Breton, coal, city barn 9.50
Emile LeClerc, labor 9.33
Charles Joyal, labor 9.00
William Gonthier, labor 8.33
Andre Michel, labor 8.33
Amedee LeClerc, labor 8.33
Joseph Lefebvre, lab^r 8.33
Theodore Grondin, labor 8.00
Henry Fredette, labor 8.00
Sylvio Doyon, labor 8.00
Paul Delisle, Jr., labor 8.00
Herbert Donovan, labor 8.00
Alfred Demers, labor 8.00
Wilfred Corriveau, labor 8.00
James Casey, labor 8.00
Paul Gagne. labor 8.00
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Gerard Roy, labor $ 8.00
William Riley, labor 8.00
Henry Pinkham, labor 8.00
Robert Pay, labor 8.00
Baptiste Provencher, labor 8.00
Robert Pay, labor 8.00
Robert Mullen, labor 8.00
Adolphe Lapointe, Jr., labor 8.00
Wilfred F. Willett, printing and supplies,
,clean-up week 8.00
H. S. Macomber & Co., three B. tanks
exchanged 7.80
Joseph Mailloux, labor 7.67
Alfred Vigneault, labor 7.67
George Balais, labor 7.67
Peter N. Chasse, labor 7.67
James A. Flanagan, labor 7.67
Alcide Gagnon, labor 7.33
Charles Couture, labor 7.33
Arthur Donovan, labor 7.00
Albert Charette, labor 7.00
John Couture, labor 7.00
Lionel Cote, labor 7.00
Michael Berry, labor 7.00
George Berry, labor 7.00
Edward Hallahan, labor 7.00
Charles Hart, labor 7.00
Albert Vachon, labor 7.00
Joseph Shaw, labor 7.00
Wilfred Vachon, labor 7.00
Alfred Roy, labor 7.00
Ernest Provencher, labor 7.00
Joseph Lariviere, labor 7.00
Noel Lessard, labor 7.00
Charles' Libby, labor 6.67
Lionel Deschenes, labor 6.66
Omer Lemieux, labor 6.33
Harry IrM-in. labor 6.33
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Ervan Dunlap, labor $ 6.33
Armand Gaudreau, labor 6.00
Arthur Dionne, labor 6.00
Joseph Drouin, labor 6.00
Joseph Doucette, labor 6.00
Frank Chabot, labor 6.00
Peter Chasse, Sr., labor 6.00
Auguste Boucher, labor 6.00
Alfred Hamel, labor 6.00
Joseph Gagnon, labor 6.00
Alfred Grondin, labor 6.00
Charles King, labor 6.00
Cyrille Vallee, labor 6.00
Joseph Turcotte, labor 6.00
George St. Laurent, labor 6.00
Harry Ricker, labor 6.00
Antonio Nadeau, labor 6.00
Joseph Nadeau, labor 6.00
Henry Messier, labor 6.00
Frank McMahon, labor 6.00
Edward Nadeau, labor 6.00
Pierre Jalbert, use of cement mixer . . . 6.00
Arthur Bisson, supplies for city truck . . 6.00
Maurice Nadeau, labor 6.00
Somersworth Transportation Co., ex-
pressage 5.40
Henry Guilmette, labor 5.33
William Hennelly, labor 5.33
David Marquis, labor 5.33
John O'Malley, Jr., labor 5.33
George Nadeau, labor 5.33
John Georgakakis, labor 5.33
Edwin J. York, lumber 5.14
Ovide A. Levesque, supplies 5.00
Mrs. Exilda Gregoire, labor and plow . 5.00
Edward Plante, labor 5.00
Samuel Bernstein, labor and plow .... 5.00
4.18
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Acme Road Machinery Company, sup-
plies $ 4.90
Ovilda Nadeau, labor 4.67
City Battery Station, battery service . . . 4.50
Rene Normand, labor 4.33
John O'Malley, labor : 4.33
George Ricker, labor 4.33
Fred Beaudette, labor 4.33
John Callas, labor 4.33
Leo Normand, labor 4.33
Joseph G. Deshaies, cash paid out for
supplies 4.25
Peterson's Motor Express, Inc., express-
age
Joseph Beaudette, labor, shoveling snow 2.67
Omer Carignan, labor, shoveling snow . 2.67
Joseph Couture, labor, shoveling snow 2.67
John Couture, labor, shoveling snow . . 2.67
John F. Coyle, labor, shoveling snow . . 2.67
Adrien Gagne, labor, shoveling snow . . 2.67
Renault Gagnon, labor, shoveling snow 3.33
John Guay, labor, shoveling snow . . . 1.33
Francis Hanagan, labor, shoveling snow 2.67
Edward Hallahan, labor, shoveling snow 2.67
John Kittredge, labor, shoveling snow . 2.67
Loe Lucier, labor, shoveling snow .... 2.67
Adolphe Leclerc, labor, shoveling snow 2.67
Emile Leclerc, labor, shoveling snow N 2.67
Alfred Laliberte, labor, shoveling snow 2.67
Archie Levesque, labor, shoveling snow 1.33
James Marouthis, labor, shoveling snow 2.67
Wilfred Messier, labor, shoveling snow 2.67
William Meiklejohn, labor, shoveling
snow
William P. Meiklejohn, labor, shoveling
snow
George Norris, labor, shoveling snow . 2.67
Joseph L. Nadeau, labor, shoveling snow 2.67
2.67
2.67
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Joseph D. Nadeau, labor, shoveling snow $ 2.67
Jean Pouliot, labor, shoveling snow . . . 2.67
Thomas Perron, labor, shoveling snow . 1.33
Alfred Roy, labor, shoveling snow ... 2.67
Wilfred Roy, labor, shoveling snow . . 2.67
Leonce Roy, labor, shoveling snow .... 1.33
Harrj^ Smith, labor, shoveling snow . . . 2.67
Fred Smith, labor, shoveling snow .... 2.67
William St. John, labor, shoveling snow 2.67
Alcide St. Hilaire, labor, shoveling snow 2.67
Wilfred Vachon, labor, shoveling snow . 2.67
Hector Vincent, labor, shoveling snow . 2.67
Cyrille Vallee, labor, shoveling snow . . . 2.67
Paul Vachon, labor, shoveling snow . . 1.33
Delphis Dubois, labor, shoveling snow . 2.00
Mike Geranis, labor, shoveling snow . . 2.00
Gedeon Lessard, labor, shoveling snow . 2.00
Sam Bredeau, labor, shoveling snow ... 2 .00
Arthur Stackpole, labor, shoveling snow^ 2.00
Arthur Dodier, labor, shoveling snow . 2.00
Benjamin Thomas, labor, shoveling snow 2.00
Arthur Gilbert, labor, shoveling snow . . 2.00
Fernand Gaudreau, labor, shoveling
snow 2.00
Napoleon Couture, labor, shoveling snow 2.00
Auguste Boucher, labor, shoveling snow 2.00
Joseph Provencal, labor, shoveling snow 2.00
Lionel Desjardins, labor, shoveling snow 2.00
Alfred Nadeau, labor, shoveling snow . 2.00
George Gilbert, labor, shoveling snow . 2.00
William Clark, labor, shoveling snow . 2.00
Charles Hussey, labor, shoveling snow . 2.00
Alpha Boulanger, labor, shoveling snow 2.00
Ovila Nadeau, labor, shoveling snow . 2.00
Edward Couture, labor, shoveling snow 2.00
Joseph Landry, labor, shoveling snow . 2.00
Joseph Turcotte, labor, shoveling snow 2.00
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Stephen ORourke, labor, shoveling snow
George Bickford, labor, shoveling snow
Arthur Bisson, labor, shoveling snow .
Harold Waterman, labor, shoveling snow
James Guy, labor, shoveling snow
Emile Lessard, labor, shoveling snow . .
Jerry Leclerc, labor, shoveling snow . .
Menoles Katsikanis, labor, shoveling
snow
Thomas Collay, labor, shoveling snow .
Arthur Gaudette, labor, shoveling snow
Albert Lessard, Jr., labor, shoveling snow
Alfred Vallee, shoveling snow
Alphonse Gagnon, labor, shoveling snow
Charles Michel, labor, shoveling snow .
Albert Roy, labor, shoveling snow ....
Charles Saindon, labor, shoveling snow
Telesphore St. Laurent, labor, shoveling
snow
Inocenzo Scala, labor, shoveling snow
Eric Sevigny, labor, shoveling snow .
Noel Theberge, labor, shoveling snow
Raoul Turmelle, labor, shoveling snow
Joseph Vallee, labor, shoveling snow
Albert Vanasse, labor, shoveling snow
Archie Perron, labor, shoveling snow
Ernest Metivier, labor, shoveling snow
Henry Mercier, labor, shoveling snow
Arthur Newcomb, labor, shoveling snow
William Nadeau, labor, shoveling snow
Henry Pinkham, labor, shoveling snow
William Pelletier, labor, shoveling snow
Edward O. Plante, labor, shoveling snow
Ovila Perreault, labor, shoveling snow .
Thomas Dumont, labor, shoveling snow
John B. Dumont, labor, shoveling snow
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Michel Dumont, labor, shoveling snow . $ .67
Albert Demers, labor, shoveling snow . . 1.33
Alphonse Doyon, labor, shoveling snow 1.33
Walter Desrosiers, labor, shoveling snow 2.67
Paul Grenier, labor, shoveling snow . . 2.67
John Georgakakos, labor, shoveling snow 2.67
George Gourdouros, labor, shoveling
snow 2.67
Palmer Gagnon, labor, shoveling snow . 2.67
Joseph Goulet, labor, shoveling snow . .67
Adelard Aubin, labor, shoveling snow . .67
Alfred Brochu, labor, shoveling snow . . .67
David Bickford, labor, shoveling snow 2."B7
George Berry, labor, shoveling snow . 4.67
Alfred Boulay, labor, shoveling snow . 2.67
Alpha Bolduc, labor, shoveling snow . .67
Ernest Croft, labor, shoveling snow .... 2.67
James J. Casey, labor, shoveling snow . .67
Henry J. Carpenter, labor, shoveling
snow 2.67
Charles Couture, labor, shoveling snow 2.67
Henry Chabot, labor, shoveling snow . .67
John Kallam, labor, shoveling snow . 2.67
Alfred J. Lamb, labor, shoveling snow . 2.67
Daniel Cote, labor 4.00
Edward Caron, labor 4.00
Edward G. Letourneaufi cash paid out . . 3.90
Eugene Bolduc, labor 3.67
Ryan's Battery Station, storage on Trac-
tor battery 3.75
Gedeon Blanchette, labor 3.00
Fabe's Sign Shop, services 3.00
Alphonse Boucher, labor 3.00
Henry Howe, labor 3.00
William Blanchette, labor 3.00
Raoul Turmelle, labor ' 3.00
Charles Michel, labor ' 3.00
Alfred Lamb, labor | 3.00
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South Street Garage, one glass for city
truck $ 3.00
Henry Carpenter, labor 2.67
The Buffalo-Springfield Roller Co., sup-
plies 2.55
Boston and Maine Railroad, freight on
supplies 2.43
Gedeon Lessard, labor 2.33
Thomas Kerrigan, labor 2.33
Frank Hennessey, labor 2.33
Alfred Boulay, labor 2.33
Alfred Brochu, labor 2.33
Alphe Dumais, labor 2.33
Napoleon Guay, labor 2.33
Maurice Gregoire, labor 2.33
Francis Donovan, labor 2.00
Ryan's Battery Station, one battery, and
recharging a battery 2.25
Ernest Croft, labor 2.00
John Kittredge, labor 2.00
Railway Express Agency, Inc., express-
age 2.17
Farmer Chevrolet, Inc., labor on tractor 1.88
Ryan's Battery Station, services and ren-
tal of battery 1.50
Innocenzo Scalla, labor 1.33
Profile Garage, supplies 1.30
Gerard Turgeon, labor 1.00
Charles Cotton, labor and plowing,
Blackwater section 8,00
Frank Ellis, labor, plowing, Blackwater
section 3.00
Clayton Severance, labor, plowing,
Blackwater section 3.00
Earl Corson, labor, Blackwater section 3.00
C. Everett Ricker, repairing tank .75
Alfred Lapointe, Sr., labor I .67
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International Harvester Company of








Teachers' pay rolls, services $25,440.25
Janitors' pay rolls, service as janitors . 3,243.65
Alfred Vachon, transportation 1,990.00
Dover, Somersworth & Rochester Street
Railway Co., transportation 1,333.00
Charles T. Patten, State Treasurer, per
capita tax for the school year ending
June, 1934 1,124.00
Dorothy A. Kavanaugh, nurse 1,017.50
Paul Breton, soft coal. High, Burleigh
and Chandler schools 732.36
Mrs. J. Herbert Willey, Treasurer, Su-
perintent excess salary 666.90
Boston and Maine Railroad, freight on
coal for High, Burleigh and Chandkr
schools 658.19
Ralph E. Hennessey, supervision clerk . 656.50
The Twin State Gas and Electric Com-
pany, lighting, High, Burleigh and
Chandler schools 328.65
Edward A. McKeon, services as secretary
and for enumeration 265,71
John J. Duffy, truant officer 250.00
The Papercrafters, Inc., supplies 232.56
Somersworth Water Works, water rent,
High, Chandler and Burleigh schools . 222.26
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Domicile Couture & Co., coal, Burleigh
and Chandler Schools $ 203.28
James J. Devereux, stock and labor, Bur-
leigh and High schools 141.24
Milton Bradley Co., supplies 136.44
Lapointe & Willett, insurance on Bur-
leigh school and contents of same . . 132.00
New England Telephone and Telegraph
Company, service, superintendent . . 109.68
Remington Rand, Inc., three typewriters 97.50
Allyn and Bacon, books 94.83
Archie L. Jacques, supplies 162.59
Albert A. Tapscott, stock and labor,
High and Chandler schools 80.47
The Free Press Publishing Co., printing
and supplies 77.22
The Macmillan Company, books 75.10
Mrs. Louis Gregoire, wood, High, Bur-
leigh and Chandler schools 75.00
Royal Typewriter Company, Inc., three
typewriters 75.00
Rochester Germicide Company, supplies 74.70
Scott, Foresman & Company, books . . . 74.68
Houghton, Mifflin Company, books . . . 64.64
South End Market, supplies 63.53
Louis Gregoire, extra services as janitor
at night school 62.00
Glidhill Bros., Inc., supplies 59.72
Strafford-York Gas Company, gas, High
school 57.16
Edward E. Babb & Co., supplies 56.79
American Book Company, books 49.60
Nash Radio Exchangle, supplies, High
school 49.13
Justin A. McCarthy Co., supplies 48.40
The John C. Winston Company, books
and supplies J 38.94
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Cambosco Scientific Co., supplies, High
school $ 37.42
Central Scientific Company, supplies . . 35.16
Stanley Newman Corporation, labor . . . 34.00
Beacon Wiper Supply Co., supplies . . 33.80
Brodhead-Garrett Company, supplies . 30.53
Sara G. McCarthy, ribbon and work on
diplomas 29.90
Fabien R. Gagne, engrossing diplomas . 29.50
Rand, McNally & Co., books 28.15
J. L. Hammett Company, supplies .... 25.99
Amos J. Foss, services of Orchestra at
graduating exercises 25.50
Peter Hughes, services 25.00
American Brush Co., Inc., janitors' sup-
plies 23.68
Andrew Dulton Company, supplies . . . 21.23
Edward H. Quimby, supplies 18.20
Charles E. Merrill Company, books . . . 18.08
World Book Company, books and sup-
plies 16.88
Gilbert, Howe, Gleason & Co., services . 16.60
Charles Scribner's Sons, books 16.41
Hy-Gien Laboratories, Inc., supplies , . 14.66
Ginn and Company, books 14.10
George Vachon, trucking supplies .... 14.10
South-Western Publishing Co., books . 14.01
Fred Metivier, repairs, plastering, Bur-
leigh school, special 13.60
Brackett & Shaw Co., labor and supplies 13.05
Wilfred F. Willett, printing and supplies 12.00
L. J. Normand & Sons, lumber 27.96
Iroquois Publishing Co., Inc., books . . . 10.16
W. F. Quarrie & Co., books 10.00
George W. Nutter, supplies 9.99
Joseph Plante, janitors' supplies 9.84
The Gregg Publishing Co., books 9.62
Ernest J. Gilbert, labor 7.00
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Perreault's Furniture Store, supplievS . . $ 6.95
Frank L. Tibbetts, repairs and services . 6.75
Little, Brown and Co., books 6.17
Kewannee Mfg. Co., supplies 6.08
Joseph O. Paquette, services and rental
of piano 5.00
National Safety Council, membership in
the National Safety Council for one
year 5.00
Joseph Drouin, wood. Grammar school . 5.00
Boston Saw and Knife Co., repairs 4.95
Frank Deschenes, labor 4.60
Henry Curran, repairs on lawn mower,
High school 4.50
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., one book . 4,17
Dallman Company, Inc., supplies 4.16
C. A. Gregory Company, books 4.05
Rusticide Products, janitors' supplies . . 3.60
John S. Cheever Company, supplies . . . 3.55
Public School Publishing Co., books . . . 3.45
Philip H. James Company, supplies .... 3.39
Dumais Bros., manual training supplies 3.00
David McKay Company, books 2.94
Cleveland Safety Council, books 2.88
The H. W. Wilson Company, books . . . 2.70
Somersworth Transportation Co., ex-
pressage 2.60
World Peace Foundation, books 2.11
The Sprague Publications, Inc., maga-
zines 2.00
The Chemical Publishing Co., one book . 2.00
C. C. Crawford, one book 2.00
Railway Express Agency, Inc., express-
age 1.98
Webster Publishing Company, books . 1.47
Will Ross, Inc., supplies 1.30
New Hampshire Tuberculosis Associa-
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tion, Inc., one bonk $ 1.00
The Gregg Writer, books 1.00
P. F. Casey Co., supplies 2.00
American Education Press., Inc., one
book .50
National Catholic Welfare Conference,
books .40
Total expenditures $41,080.54
Transferred to city treasury 690.36
Total $41,770.90
By appropriation $41,500.00






The Papercrafters, Inc., supplies $ 128.97
Perreault's Furniture Store 34.25
American Book Co., books 11.65
Milton Bradley Co., supplies 9.62
H. L. Hammett Co., supplies 4.51
Total expenditures $ 189.00
Transferred from city treasury 189.00
SCHOOLS—BURLEIGH SPECIAL
L. J. Normand & Sons, lumber $ 1.115.14
Clement P. Roy, supplies 348.95
Archie L. Jacques, supplies 105.33
J. L. Young, labor 67.50
Howard L. Winslow, three auto trips to
Concord, N. H., on C. W. A. and E. R.
A matters 10.00
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John O'Neil, labor $ 3.00
Joseph Roucseau, labor 3.00
Dumais Bros., supplies 2.75
Howard L. Winslow, cash paid out for
post cards 1.00
Total expenditures $ 1,656.67
By appropriation $1,500.00
Transferred from city treasury 156.67
$ 1,656.67
WATER WORKS
Boston and Maine Railroad, freight on
coal and other supplies $ 2,328.57
Charles Pepin, land purchased for Water
Works improvement 2,000.00
Harold P. Reynolds, engineer 1,765.53
Paul Breton, coal 1,643.20
Albert J. Lessard, fireman 1,495.00
Louis Gagne, labor 1,058.92
Charles Michel, labor 730.67
David R. Smith, one deep well pump, on
account 75 per cent 732.39
Lapointe & Willett, liability and com-
pensation insurance 484.44
Pierce Perry Co., supplies 548.92
Neptune Meter Co., supplies 411.06
Ropes, Gray, Boyden & Perkins, re-fee
bond counsel, PWA, Docket, No. 1314 300.00
The First National Bank of Boston, bal-
ance due for re-fee bond counsel, P.
W. A., Docket, No. 1314 275.00
Joseph King, labor 276.00
Arthur Gaudette, labor 206.66
Frank E. Hobbs, services 245.28
City of Rochester, services 214.00
Joseph Lariviere, labor 194.68
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The Texas Company, valve oil and other
supplies $ 188.06
James P. Vincent, oil 172.18
John Mullen, labor . 152.66
Frank E. Hobbs, chairman of board of
water commissioners 150.00
Napoleon A, Habel, clerk of board of
water commissioners 150.00
Profile Garage, labor and supplies 130.27
Harold P. Reynolds, superintendent and
commissioners, expenses to Water
Works convention 115.30
Ames Construction Co., labor and truck
supplies 106.25
Lapointe & Willett, insurance on Pump-
ing Station and contents of same .... 105.00
Harold P. Reynolds, auto service 100.00
Harold P. Reynolds, cash paid out for
postage and stamped envelopes .... 95.85
Clement P. Roy, supplies 86.90
Grant's Garage, labor and supplies .... 83.09
New England Telephone and Telegraph
Company, service superintendent and
pumping station 82.64
Peter Perreault, gas-^line and oil 73.30
The Twin State Gas and Electric Com-
pany, lighting, pumping station .... 72.55
Thomas J. McGreal expenses incurred
• re-bond issue and Water Works project 66.25
Edward H. Quimby, one adding machine 60.00
Archie St. Laurent, labor 54.34
Norwood Engineer Co., supplies 47.00
C. Everett Ricker, labor and supplies . 32.98
Hi-Wash Garage, labor and supplies . . . 46.48
City Battery Station, supplies 45.76
Electro Bleaching Gas Co., liquid chlorine 39.00
Eddy Valve Co., supplies 43.20
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Lapointe & Willett, liability and prop-
erty damage insurance on Reo truck . $ 38.00
Clement P. Roy, supplies, water depart-
ment, P. W. A 39.14
Daniel Driscoll, labor 37.33
Jenkins Bros., supplies 36.93
Wilfred F. Willett, printing and supplies 37.75
Albert J. Lessard, Jr., labor 35.50
Wallace & Fiernan Co., Inc., repairs and
supplies 32.03
H. R. Prescott & Sons, supplies 29.70
Mueller Co., supplies 29.21
Thomas J. Dougherty, M. D., profession-
al services 24.00
Harold P. Reynolds, expenses to Med-
field, Mass., inspecting pump equip-
ments for new v.-ater supply (Supt.
Com's) 22.00
The Kennedy Valve Mfg. Co., supplies . 20.48
Perron's Filling Station, gasoline and oil 20.20
Louis Gagne, rent of garage, six months 18.00
Gagne's Studios, supplies 17.50
George A. Caldwell Co., supplies 17.43
Delphis Dubois, labor 15.67
Hap's Garage, supplies 15.09
Flint-Clay Pliable Fire Brick Co., sup-
plies 15.00
Nopee Trading Co., one box-finder .... 15.00
South End Market, supplies 6.95
Ryan's Battery Station, supplies 12.98
Railway Express Agency, Inc., express-
age 12.36
^Albert J. Dumais, supplies 10.78
The Anchor Packing Co., supplies 10.72
Oliver St. John, labor 10.67
Joseph L. Michaud. repairs and supplies 9.19
Boucher's Men's Shop, supplies 9.00
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Cyrille Vallee, labor $ 9.00
George Ricker, labor 9.00
Harold P. Reynolds, expenses to N. E.
Water Works convention at Manches-
ter, N. H 8.65
Felix Lassonde, labor on boiler 8.75
Charles J. McGuinness, labor and sup-
plies 8.85
Napoleon A. Habel, supplies 7.95
W. S. Darley & Co., stock and labor 7.17
John B. Dumont, labor 6.00
Farmer Chevrolet, Inc., repairs and sup-
plies 6.00
Great Falls Bleachery and Dye Works,
Inc., labor and supplies 5.90
Morin's Garage, labor and supplies . . . 5.30
Nellie E. Kearns, services; compiling and
typewriting three copies of annual re-
port 5.00
John Slanton, labor 4.67
Edward E. Earle, kerosene 4.50
The Bond Co., supplies 4.39
Frechette's, supplies 3.95
John Kittredge, labor 3.00
Allyn W. Kellogg Sr.les Co., one Super
Moistener 3.00
Napoleon Couture, labor 3.00
W. T. Elliott, M. D., professional services 3.00
Delphis Dubois, labcr on filter bed .... 10.00
John Mullen, labor on filter bed 11.00
Joseph Lariviere, labor on filter bed . . . 7.00
Rosario Rousseau, labor on filter bed . . 6.00
Napoleon A. Habel, labor on filter bed . . 4.00
Frank E. Hobbs, labcr on filter bed .... 4.00
Joseph Doucette, labor on filter bed . . . 6.00
Felix Lassonde, labor on filter bed 4.00
Frank Hennessey, labor on filter bed . . 6.00
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Joseph St. Hilaire, labor on filter bed
George Ricker, labor on filter bed
Cyrille Vallee, labor on filter bed .
Edward Blouin, labor on filter bed
George Bickford, labor on filter bed
Onesime Blouin, labor on filted bed
Alfred Boulay, labor on filter bed .
George Billr, labor on filter bed . . .
William Carignan, labor on filter bed
Wilfred Cliche, labor on filter bed . .
Delphis Carignan, labor on filter bed
Paul Cliche, labor on filter bed
Albert Crowley, labor on filter bed
Leon Cote, labor on filter bed
John Donovan, labor on filter bed
Herbert Donovan, labor on filter bed
Leon Desjardins, labor on fitted bed
Romeo Doyon, labor on filter bed . . .
Arthur Dionne, labor -^n filter bed .
Joseph Fortier, labor on filter bed . .
John Fortier, labor on filter bed . . .
Raymond Fredette, labor on filter bed
Frank Francoeur, lab^r on filter bed .
James A. Flanagan, labor on filter bed
George Guilmette, labor on filter bed
Cyrille Gauvin, labor on filter bed . .
Rene Gagne, labor on filter bed . . .
Henry Guilmette, labor on filter bed
Francis Hanagan, labor on filter bed
Ama"iah Irwin, labor on filter bed .
James Hanagan, labor on filter bed
Charles King, labor on filted bed
Alec LaBonte, labor on filter bed
Omer Landry, labor on filter bed
Jerry LeClerc, labor on filted bed
Leo LaBonte, labor ' n filter bed
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Alfred Lapointe, labor on filter bed .
Adolphe Langevin, labor on filter bed
Arthur Newcomb, labor on filter bed
Lorenzo D. Otis, labor on filter bed
John O'Malley, labor on filter bed .
Ovide Paul, labor on filter bed ....
Emile Raymond, labor on filter bed
Matthew Riley, labor on filter bed
Arthur Tanguay, labor on filter bed
Elmer Tapscott, labor on filter bed
Alfred Vigneault, labor on filter bed
Alfred Valley, labor on filter bed .
Peter Bourque, labor on filter bed .
David Bickford, labor on filter bed
John Callas, labor on filter bed ....
Leo Cote, labor on filter bed ....
James A. Flanagan, labor on filter be
Alfred Grondin, labor on filter bed
Joseph Gagne, labor on filter bed . . .
Elmer Grant, labor on filter bed . . .
William Hennelly, labor on filter bed
Alfred Hamel, labor on filter bed . . ,
Thomas Joyal, labor on filter bed . .
Roland Lapointe, labor on filter bed
Amedee Leclerc, labor on filter bed
Alfred Lamb, labor on filter bed . . .
Charles Michel, labor on filter bed .
Frank P. Mack, labor on filter bed .
Antonio Nadeau, labor on filter bed
Albert Plante, labor on filter bed . . .
Andrew Michel, labor on filter bed
Napoleon Prue, labor on filter bed .
Albert Pouliot, labor on filter bed . .
Leonard Reynolds, labor on filter bed
Harry Ricker, labor on filter bed . .







































Paul Soucy, labor on filter bed $ 3.00
Alpha Tanguay, labor on filter bed .... 3.00
Noel Theberge, labor on filter bed 3.00
Alphonse Turmelle, labor on filter bed . 3.00
Ernest Tanguay, labor on filter bed .... 3.00
George Vanasse, labor on filter bed . . . 3.00
Alec Lariviere, labor 6.00
Euclide Dumais, labor 4.00
Alias Charette, labor 4.00
William Goddard, labor 3.00
Joseph Gagnon, labor 3.00
Napoleon Couture, labor 3.00
The Bristol Company, supplies 2.84
Braman, Dow & Co., paint 2.75
Somersworth Transportation Co.,, ex-
pressage 2.50
A. W. Chesterton Company, supplies , . 2.47
Rosario Rousseau, labor 1.67
Hauck Manufacturing Co., supplies . . . 1.34
E. E. Blake's Garage, labor 1.00
Total expenditures $18,263.64
Transferred to city treasury 752.37
Total $19,016.01
Receipts deposited $18,827.99
Receipts, Special deposited . 188.02
$19,016.01
MISCELLANEOUS
Lapointe & Willett, liability insurance . $ 322.96
Napoleon A. Berube, automobile regis-
tration permits 278.50
William McCann, treasurer N. R. E. S. ap-
propriation 150.00
Underwood Elliott Fisher Company, one
Underwood typewriter, city clerk . . . 124.00
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Fred H. Brown, bond of city treasurer . $ 100.00
Lapointe & Willett, bond of tax collector 100.00
Mrs. Ernest Lagueux, election dinners . 95.00
The Free Press Publishing Co., printing
and supplies 93.00
New England Telephone and Telegraph
Company, service, city clerk 84.84
Auguste Normand, labor at Community
Farm 60.00
The Todd Company, supplies, city clerk 56.00
Napoleon A. Berube, recording and re-
porting vital statistics for the year
1933 53.75
Napoleon A. Berube, recording and re-
porting vital statistics for the year
1934 57.00
Michael O'Malley, cash paid out for pos-
tage and stamped envelopes 49.28
Polycarpe Tardif, P. M., postage, city
clerk 42.03
Felix Lassonde, labor, mattress factory 41.85
The Liberty Lunch, election dinners . . . 36.05
Clement P. Roy, services on inventory
blanks and cash paid out for same . . . 35.06
Automotive Service Bureau, automobile
service sheets 27.89
Thomas J. Dougherty, M. D., profession-
al services, Lionel Cote, injured on E.
R. U. project 26.00
James P. Vincent, expenses, attending
assessors' meeting at Manchester, N.
H 25.35
Clement P. Roy, auto service to Concord,
N. H., and Boston, Mass 25.00
Napoleon A. Berube, perambulator of
the Dover and Somersworth line .... 25.00
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The National Re-employment Service
Bureau, proportional share of the Na-
tional Re-employment Service Bureau $ 25.00
Napoleon A. Berube, perambulator of
the Rochester and Somersworth line . 25.00
Wilfred F. Willette, printing and sup-
plies, city clerk 25.00
The C. E. Brewster Co., supplies 24.10
Bernice M. Hill, election dinners 22.50
Michael O'Malley, printing and supplies,
tax collector 26.25
Napoleon A. Berube, commission on dog
licenses 21.60
Peter M. Gagne, expenses, two trips to
Concord, N. H., in departmental affairs 20.00
Clement P. Roy, supplies 17.02
Joseph Hanagan, election dinners 15.25
Edward U. Vezeau, expenses, attending
assessors' meeting at Manchester, N.
H 15.10
Joseph O. Paquette, transportation of
Lsadore Cochrane State Hospital, Con-
cord, N. H 15.00
Irving L. White, supplies, city clerk . . . 14.00
Rodolphe Lassonde, election dinners . . . 13.75
The Cragg Building, binding five inven-
tory books 13.75
Rodolphe Lassonde, election dinners,
ward one 12.50
Michael O'Malley, cash paid out for
stamped envelopes and postage .... 12.12
Reliance Ribbon and Carbon Co., Inc.,
supplies, city clerk 11.81
Napoleon A. Berube, expenses to city
clerks' meeting at Nashua, N. H. ... 10.12
Edson C, Eastman Co., Inc., supplies, tax
collector 10.48
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Somersworth Savings Bank, rent of Frea-
man store for primary and election,
ward one $ 10.00
Dow Manufacturing Co., supplies, city
clerk 10.00
Napoleon H. Gilbert, auto service, asses-
sors : 10.00
Fred H. Brown, bond of city clerk 10.00
The Flax Company, supplies, city clerk 9.76
Amedee Leclerc, labor at dump 9.00
Lucien D, Magnan, auto service to Con-
cord, N. H 8.00
George Vachon, trucking, ward one ward
room 8.00
Edward H. Quimby, supplies, city clerk 7.90
Bunny's Lunch, election lunches 7.05
Eugene Bolduc, labor at dump 7.00
Fred A. Houle, election supplies, city
clerk 6.02
Auguste Bouchard, trucking, wards four
and five 6.00
Napoleon A. Berube, expenses on ac-
count of Water Works Improvement
bonds ^.95
Wilfred R. LaBonte, rent of stove and
fuel for some, ward one ward room,
November 6, 1934 6.00
Napoleon A. Habel, supplies, city clerk 6.00
Frank Deschenes, stock and labor on
benches for Water Works truck 5.90
Ernest A. Lothrop, election lunches . . . 5.25
County of Strafford Registry of Deeds,
recording documents 5.14
Emile Gauvin, services, conveying Clau-
dia Gagnon to N. H. State Hospital,
Concord, N. H 5.00
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Hilaire Lang^evin, labor land supplies,
ward one ward room $ 5.00
Mrs. Joseph Roberts, rent of store, spring
election, ward one 5.00
Wilfred F, Willett, printing and supplies,
mayor 3.00
Michael O.'Malley, expenses attending
Tax Collector's meeting at Manches-
ter, N. H 5.00
F. H. Stillings, supplies 3.75
Mrs. Louis Gregoire, wood, ward three
ward room 3.50
Joseph E. Bourque, services on registra-
tion, C. W. A 3.00
Horace Bolduc, labor at dump 3.00
Thomas Mullen, janitor, ward five ward
room 3.00
Carl Larson, supplies, city clerk 2.83
H. L. Haselton, supplies, city clerk .... 2.30
Railway Express Agency, Inc., express-
age, city clerk 1.72
Edward H. Quimby, supplies, tax collect-
or 2.10
Domicile Couture, wood, ward five ward
room 3.50
Edward G. Perreault, supplies, city clerk 2.05
Onesime Blouin, janitor, ward four cau-
cus 2.00
Daniel F. Bohan, cash paid out for sup-
plies 2.00
Paul Breton, wood, ward three ward
room 2.00
Thomas Mullen, janitor, ward five caucus 2.00
Thomas J. Nutt, supplies, city clerk . . . 2.00
Wilfred F. Willett, printing and supplies,
city messenger 2.00
Ruel & Co., wood, ward one ward room 2.00
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Omer Raymond, cash paid out, ward one
ward room $ 1.70
Frederick Langevin, labor, ward one
ward room 1.50
Charles P. Kinsman, supplies, city treas-
urer 1.40
The National Survey Company, one copy
of New Hampshire Register for 1934,
city clerk 1.00
William F. Hennelly, return of election
warrant, ward one 1.09
Orin S. Littlefield, return of election war-
rant, ward one 1.00
Joseph McKeon, return of election war-
rant, ward two 2.00
Napoleon J. Vachon, return of election
warrant, ward three 2.00
John J. Duffy, return of election warrant,
ward four 2.00
Joseph E. Fournier, return of election
warrant, ward five 2.00
William F. Hennelly, drawing jurors,
ward one 1.50
Orin S. Littlefield, drawing jurors, ward
one • 1.00
Joseph F, McKeon, drawing jurors, ward
two 2.50
Napoleon J. Vachon, drawing jurors,
ward three 2.00
John J. Duffy, drawing jurors, ward four 4.50
Joseph E. Fournier, drawing jurors, ward
five 1.50
Fred J. Coffin, drawing jurors, ward five 1.00
Paul Eisenhardt, supplies, city clerk . . 1.25
Charles Morrison, one sign in regard to /
registration I .75
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The First National Bank, exchange and
tax note, Lincoln R. Young & Co. ... $ .75
Boston and Maine Railroad, freight on
supplies for city clerk .75
Wilfred F. Willett, printing and supplies,
C. W. A .60
H. W. Dubois Company, supplies, city
clerk .55
Railway Express Agency, Inc., express-
age, board of assessors .49
Henry D. Allison, one New Hampshire
Register, city clerk .50
Napoleon A, Berube, cash paid out .36
Railway Express Agency, Inc., express-
age, board of health , .32
Joseph Vachon, trucking supplies for
city clerk .25
Total expenditures $ 2,510.90
By appropriation $1,500.00
Transferred from city treasury 1,010.90
$ 2,510.90
REPORT OF P. W. A. PROJECT, 1314
Material $20,889.82
Labor 17,725.10
Engineering and supervision 3,710.25
Drilling well 2,932.50
Land easement 200.00
Freight and express 88.45
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APPROPRIATIONS FOR 1934
Memorial Day $ 300.00
High School bonds 6,000.00
Interest, High School bonds 3,442.50
Highway improvements bonds 4,000.00
Interest Highway Improvement bonds . 2,000.00
Water Works Improvement bonds 4,000.00









State Aid Construction 3,448.50








Noble Pines and Playground 750.00
Repairs on public buildings 800.00
Schools 41,500.00
Schools Special 1,500.00





To be raised by taxation $150,347.07
Valuation $4,321,487.00
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REPORT OF WATER COMMISSIONERS
March 1, 1934, to March 1, 1935
Frank E. Hobbs, Chairman
Napoleon A. Habel, Clerk.
John Sullivan
Frank E. Hobbs elected March 27, 1912; term ex-
pires April 1, 1936.
Napoleon A. Habel elected March 25, 1934; term
expires April 1, 1937.
John E. Sullivan elected April 10, 1928; term ex-
pires April 1, 1935.
To His Honor, the Mayor, and City Council:
Gentlemen :•—Under the provisions of the City
Ordinances, the Board of Water Commissioners sub-
mit the following report for the year ending Feb-
ruary 28, 1935.
At a meeting held June 16, 1934, Frank E. Hobbs
was chosen chairman. Napoleon A. Habel clerk of
the Water Commissioners, and Harold P. Reynolds
was elected superintendent of the Water Depart-
ment for the year ensuing.
EXPENDITURES FOR THE YEAR ENDING
FEBRUARY 28, 1935
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Expense incurred for New Water Sup-
ply and P. W. A. Docket No. 1314:
Gauge for new well $ 8.25
60 per cent of insurance premium 484.44
Legal services, Thomas J. McGreal . . . 66.25
First National Bank of Boston, issuing of
bonds 275.00
Ames Construction Co., engineering serv-
ices 105.25
Ropes, Gray, Boyden & Perkins, broker-
age fee 300.00
Charles Pepin, purchase of land 2,000.00
Pump House for oil 16.38
New well for supplies 45.63
Purchase of pump for deep well (part
payment) 732.39
$18,263.61
Receipts for the fiscal year from faucets, bath
tubs, water closets, power washing machine, spe-
cial rates, cows, heating apparatus, meters and wa-
ter rents.
Collected by Harold P. Reynolds $18,827.99
Deposited with city treasurer by Harold
P. Reynolds 18,827.99
Collected on Special account by Harold
P. Reynolds $ 188.02









To The Board of Water Commissioners',—
Gentlemen:—I herewith submit my annual re-
port for the year ending February 28, 1935.
The hydrants have been flushed several times,
and the hydrants, located at dead end lines, flushed
at least once a month.
The filter bed has been cleaned twice, and the
sand washed, and returned, to assure proper filtra-
tion.
During the cold weather, we had very few froz-
en pipes, and only one serious one, located on the
two-inch line, from West High street, to the Forest
Glade cemetery. This, however, has been proper-
ly taken care of, and the old, inadequate two-inch
line replaced by a four-inch line, laid at a depth of
six feet. There were several minor leaks attended
to. The most important of these were three leaks
in the sixteen-inch main, on Rochester street; one
leak in the twelve-inch main on Market street; one
leak in the four-inch main on Summer street; also
several broken services. We have renewed thirty-
four old iron services with new copper pipe.
The Water Project, recommended by the State
Board of Health, which has given at least a hundred
local men employment for several months, is nearly
completed. On February 18, 1935, the first water
from the new source was pumped into the system,
and, in a very few hours, the stand pipe was drained,
and our citizens were enjoying the new water sup-
pi.y-
The pumps at the Pumping Station are installed,
and it remains only for the men in charge to make
the necessary hookups, thereby completing one
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CEMETERY TRUST FUND
Donations and legacies held by the city for the
care of graves and lots, avenues and monuments in
Forest Glade cemetery, deposited in Somersworth
Savings Bank as a cemetery trust fund, up to March
1, 1935.
Name of Lot Deposited by Am't
Allen, Chester and Elizabeth
Gilson Same $100.00
Allen, Ithail and George W.
Buzzell Mrs. M. A. Corson 50.00
Andrews, Elisha and Charles W. Sarah Andrews 200.00
Andrew, Elisha, Sr Olive A. Perkins 37.60
Austin, Charles See Smith and Austin
Avenue B, Center Alice M. F. Randall 200.00
Avenue G, South Estate fidward Hallam, F. H. Brown,
Admr 50.00
Babb. John W Alvira Andrews 100.00
Bagley, O. J Mary E. Bagley 100.00
Baruch Family H. E. Feineman 50.00
Beacham, George A Mrs. Olive B. Clark 100.00
Bickford .Newell J., and Parker
L. Ward C. A. Bickford and E. J. Ward 50.00
Bickford, Noah and Clementine Clementine Bickford 50.00
Blaisdcll, Everett W Rachel B. Wilkinson, Admx., Estate
E. W. Blai.sdell 200.00
Blaisdell, Richard Mrs. Lydia E. Jones 100.00
Blaisdell, Samuel Florence B. Welts 200.00
Blake See Hill. Coleman and Blake
Blodgett, AfFa A Mrs. Affa A. Blodgett 100.00
Bowden, S. A Alexia A. Bowden, Somersworth ... 75.00
Brackett, Henry H Susan H. Pierce 25.00
Brackett, Lloyd and Ida Mrs. Ida Brackett 50.00
Brackett, S. P. and Edward Shea Lilla Q. Brackett 50.00
Brackett, Thomas Susan H. Pierce 100.00
Bryant and Nutter Grace H. Nutter 100.00
Bryant, Starr D Charles F. Bryant . 50.00
Burleieh, John A. and Georpre Ambrose Eastman. Executor, EmilyW A. Burleigh 300.00
Burnham. Gideon S Mrs. Nellie A. Burnham 100.00
Burrows, John B John B. Burrows 200.00
Carpenter, Mae First M. E. Church. Pawtucket,
R. 1 50.00
Carter. Alfred Margaret S. Carter 200.00
Gate, Joseph A Mrs. Frank E. Drew 100.00
Cayzer, John E Mary C. Cayzer 100.00
Clements, George E George E. Clements 100.00
Chadbourne. Daniel C, and EI- Addie R. Chadbourne and Mrs. Eldo-
dorus B. White rus B. White 50.00
Chadbourne. George S George S. Chadbourne 150.79
Chadbourne, Samuel W George S. and Martin M. Chadbourn«».
Executors, Estate of Hattie W.
Martin 150.00
Chamberlin, John R Same 100.00
Chamberlain. Elizabeth Sidney F. Stevens 100.00
Chandler, Issac Estate of Isaac Chandler 200.00
Chase, James M. and Charles M. Betsey S. Chase 50.00
Chesley, Daniel and Annie M. . . Susan A. Locke. Administrator, Es-
state of Annie M. Chesley 50.00
Chick, Charles L Same 20.00
Chick, Charles L Charles L. Chick 80.00
Chick, Stephen S Mrs. Stephen S. Chick 50.00
Clement, James Ida M. Clement 100.00
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Cochrane, Charlotte and Laura Same 100.00
Colo See Kidder, Gordon, Cole
Coleman See Hill. Coleman and Blake
Collins, John Rev. John Collins 100.00
Conner, William P Nancy F. Conner .$ 50.00
Corner Avenue E. and Avenue
8, North Estate of John F. Hodsdon 50.00
Cowell, Hanson G. and Goodall Marv J. Cochrane 30.00
Cutt«, U. W G. Fred Drew 50.00
Dam and Emerson (Emerson
half) Georsre W. Emerson 150.00
Dam, Samuel N Annie E. D. Hamilton, Wakefield,
Ma.ss 75.00
Davis, David and Harrison B. . . Louisa T. Davis 50.00
Davis, Lorenzo D. and Elizabeth Abbie S. Davis 50 00
Davis, Lorenzo D. and Elizabeth Estate of Abbie S. Davis 450.00
Davis, Owen W Alice M. Lord. Administrator 100.00
Dearl)orn, Georpe L Mrs. May A. Does:. Exeter 100 OO
Dearborn, John C Somersworth Savings Bank. Trustee 100.00
Dearborn, Lougee Family Estate of Charles E. Louiree 341.43
Decatur, Lorenzo E William S. Mathews, for Nancy J.
Decptur 75 00
Delano, James Addie B. Webber 50.00
Donahue, John, V> lot in Holy
Trinity Cemetery Tda Donahue. Somersworth 50.io
Dore, Brackett Same 300.00
Dorr, Charles M Percy O. Dorr, Ext. Springfield.
_ Ma.ss.. Estate Eunice A. Dorr ... 200 00
Drew, Charles Estate of Elizabeth M. Drew 50.00
Drew, John G. Fred Drew 100.00
Dufill. Thomas P F,li7a D. Flinders, Maiden, Mass. . 100 00
Dyer, Mary H. Oilman Levi W Oilman .. 100.00
Earle, John C, William B. and
Irfa A Same 50 On
Hastman, Royal Mary Eastman. Northampton, Mass. 100.00
Edjrerly, James A Alice M. Edtrerly 100.00
Elliott, Dr. Charles F Mary P. Elliott. Executrix, Estate of
Harriett A. Elliott 100.00
Elliott, Dr. Charles F Fred H. Brown. Executor. Estate of
Mary P. Elliott 100.00
Emery, Wm. S Georse A. Emery 100 0^^
Fall. Elmer S., and S. A. Pace Same 100.00
Fall, Noah L Amanda" E. ' Fall '.'.'...'.'...'.'.' 100.00
Farnham, George W Same 50 O"
Farnham. Lizzie S s. B. Merrithew 100 00
Farrar, William H Charles H. Faunce 150.00
Faunce. A. D A. L. Richards 150.00
Faunce. Alphous L Same 100.00
Fernald. William P., and Capt. William F. Russell. Executor for
Georpre Stevens Marv A. Fernald 1 -^0.00
r lelding. Samuel Elizabeth F. Heume 200 OO
For Care oC Neglected Lots Estate of Martin V. B. Wentworth . 500 00
Fox, Samuel W. and Lewis W. . . H. E. Cotton 50.00
Foye. Frank L Oeorgie A. Fove .................. 50 00
Frazier and Goi r. Mrs. Helen Frazier 25.00
I rench. Joseph Frederic E. Shapleigh, Exec, Eliot.
„ _ . Maine 1 00.00
I'rost, Otis A Azerba A. and Abbie L. Frost 100 00
I- urber and r<mv r. r. Perry, Trust Officer, Boston
Sa^'e Deposit & Trust Co., Boston.
Ma-ss 200.00
Hirber. Joshua and .lames T. . . .Tohn R. Poor. Administrator 300 nn
Furber, Joshua and James T. . . Estate of Henrv J. Furber 500 00
G. A. R. Lot, Littlefield Post, Marv J. Downs". Treasurer Littlefield
^ No. 8 Relief Corps. No. 57 25.00
Geary. Hannah. Holy Trinity ... Annie Flaragan, Executrix "on nn
General care of Cemetery Estate of Charles O. Roberta 500 00
Gibbs Lot E.state of Clara A. Gibbs. Biddeford.
Maine 100.00
Gibbs Lot r. Augusta Gibbs 1 00.00
Gi man, Dudley Mrs. Lvdia C. Oilman 100.00
Oilman. Hayson David H. Stacv 100.00
Oilman, Lev; W Martha Oilman 100.00





Goodwin, Jeremiah and Ichabod
Jordan
Goodwin, Charles E. and Ed-
ward A. Smith
Goodwin, Daniel M., Goodwin,






Haines, John S., half of lot
known as Haines, Wentworth
and Thompson
Haines, J. S., Wentworth, Ama-
sa. Thompson, Georpre W. . . .
HaKcerty, Patrick, Holy Trinity
Halpin, Jacob (Hebrew lot) . . .
Ham, Joshua
Ham, Robert L
Ham, Robert and Eliza
Ham. Samuel




Hanson, Dr. Jacob C
Hanson, Hiram
Hanson, Hiram














Hodsdon, Avenue D, South
Hod.sdon. David L
Holden, William
Holman, John and Kate
Hopkins, Mary J










Charles C. Gardner L50.00
See Allen
See Frazior and Goin
Florence N. Whitehouse .$100.00
Mrs. Franklin J. Rollins and other
heirs of Sarah L. Jordan 50.00
See Smith and Goodwin
Estate of Arabellc S. Goodwin, by
Francette M. Swasey. Executrix . 500.00
See Kidder, Gordon, Cole
Mrs. E. J. Warding 50.00
Same 50.00
Sarah A. Grant 300.00
John N. Haines 100.00
Children of John S. Haines, Somers-
worth. (additional amount) 75.00
Same 50.00
Honora Hajr.irerty, Executrix 150.00
Mr.i;. Rebecca Halpin 50.00
William D. Knapp, for Estate of
Joshua Ham 60.00
Same 25.00
Estate of Eliza Ham, by Sidney F.
Stevens, Executor 200 00
Mrs. Delia Corson 100.00
Mrs. Nettie A. Fountain 50.00
Lydia S. Hamilton 50.00
L. K. Brackett, for Olive Hammond 5000
Estate of Achsa Hill 100.00
Joseph W. Hanson 60.00
Elizabeth E. Bryant 50.00
Martha J. Pray 50.00
Alice M. Lord. Administrator, Estate
of Lavina Davis 100.00
Emma L. Hanson 100.00
Harriet B. Tebbets 100.00
Helen H. Severance 100.00
Estate Cecelia A. Ham 100.00
Sarah E. Hatch 100.00
Franklin W. Heath 50.00
Charles Wimpfheimer 12.000.00
Mrs. Fannie Hill 50.00
Mrs. Fannie Hill 50.00
Dr. Henrv M. Blake and Estate of
Mary H. Hill 200.00
William H. Tasker. Executor, Estate
of Sophronia Hill 25.00
Estate of Angle H. Varney and
Thomas Hobbs 200.00
Mrs. Mary J. Hobbs. Farminprton,
Maine 100.00
Estate of Georce Fred Hodsdon 100.00
Estate of David L. Hodsdon 100 00
Betsey and Jane B. Holden 50.00
Ira H. Hussey, Executor of the will
of Kate Holman 60.00
Mary F. Durjrin 50.00
William F. Russell, for Charles and
Mary Horne 50.00
Pauline M. Horne, Somersworth . . . 50.00
Edwin P. Horn 100.00
Mary H. Hill 20.00
Sumner C. Horne. Executor for Han-
nah Horne and Hannah E. Home 100.00
Mary J. Horne 20.00
Lillian Morgan and Mrs. T. Lord . . . 50.00
Same 50 00
Frances B. Home, Executrix 200.00





Hubbard, GeorKe W. and Rob-
erts
Hubbard, Jared P
John W. Rowland, Somorsworth . , 200.00
Hubbard, John H




Huntress, Francis S. and James
William
Hurd, Hiram S., and Moses Mer-
rill






James, William, and Francis S.
Huntress
Jenkins






Jones, John D. and Sarah
Elizabeth J. Hubbard $100.00
Frank W. Knight. Administrator,
Estate of Annie L. Hubbard 300 on



























T..ord. Abigail and Joanna
Lord, Alphonso
liord, Benjamin L








Martin, John and William B.
Marston, Simpson and Leach
Marston and Nelson
Marston and Nelson .
Marston and Folsom




Esther Hutchins and Rosa M. Butler
Lizzie L. James and Lizzie Angel . .
Jennie E. James and Freema.n A.
Hussey
See Francis S. Huntress and William
James
See LanKely and Jenkins
Mrs. S. B. Jenness
Orissa Johnson
See Powers
Ivory Jones. No. ShapleiKh, Me. . . .
Mrs. Martha H. Stevens
Roy D. Jones, Ext. Sprinjrfield.
Mass
Sidney F. Stevens, Administrator.
Estate of Laura A. Jones
See Goodwin
Same






Mrs. H. A. Lamos
H. Leonard Lanprley
Melissa .1. Langley
Holy Trinity Cemetery, Michael J.
Leary
Charles A. Leathers
Mrs. Inez Legro Morse
Mary Ann Legro
Wm. S. Mathews, Somersworth







James B. and Mary A. Dixon
Estate of Amos D. Loueee. by Ed-
mund S. Boyer, Executor
Charles E. Lougee
Irene Lougee
Mr=. E. W. Hutchins
William B. Martin
Albert W. Marston, Executor, Wil-
liam L. Marston
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Mason, William and Martha . . . John V. Smith, Auburndale, Mass . 100.00
Maynard, Luzern Grave Frattrnal Order of Eagles, Somers-
worth Aerie, No. 88 $ 25.00
McAllister, Margaret B John P. Fagan, Executor for Mar-
garet B. McAllister 50.00
McCarthy, Eugene Care of lot in Holy Trinity Cemetery 190.37
McCrillis and Coffin Lavina McCrillis 50.00
McElwain, George B George B. McElwain 100.00
McElwain, George B Wm. L. McElwain 100.00
Mellen Lot Lewis E. Mellen, Somersworth .... 100.00
Merrick and Earle Aurelia Earle Merrick 100.00
Merrill, Moses, and Hiram S. Charles B. Gafney, for Estate of
Hurd Lois Merrill 50.00
Messer, Charles Mrs. Emily A. Messer 50.00
Moore, George H Estate of Fannie H. Moore 50.00
Moore Susan E Mrs. Clara A. Googin 100.00
Moore' and Wendell Mrs. Mary E. Wendell 100.00
Moore and Wendell Wm. H. Moore 100.00
Moran, Rowan and Casey Holy Trinity Cemetery, care of lot.
Mrs. James A. Conley 130.00
Moi-an, Rowan and Casey Holy Trinity Cemetery, care of lot,
Peter L. Moran 35.00
Moran, Rowan and Casey, Holy Mrs. Winnifred Casey 35.00
Trinity
Morgan, Christopher Estate of Sarah J. Morgan, Somers-
worth 300.00
Morse, Otis B John S., Louis S., and Otis B.
Morse, Executors, Estate of Inez
J. Morse 100.00
Moses, Kirk W Kirk W. Moses 100.00
Moses, L. M. and M. W Lucia Moses Cook 100.00
Nash. Joseph and Charles E. . . . Martha R. Nash 50 00
Nelson, Alonzo E Alonzo E. Nelson 100.00
Neglected lots Estate of Amos D. Lougee by Edmund
S. Boyer, Executor 500.00
Neglected lots Estate of Charles E. Lougee 569.05
Newry, George H George H. Newry 50.00
Nichols, George Mrs. Sophia Wentworth, Sanford
Maine 150.00
Noble, Mark John Noble, Boston, Mass 100.00
No. 95, Ave. E, North J. Frank Richmond 200.00
No. 45, Avenue G, North Martha L. York 150.00
North, T John F. Elwell 100.00
Noyes, Henry C William D. Knapp, Executor, Estate
of Henry C. Noyes 50.00
Noyes, Milton See Lorenzo D. Pray and Milton
Noyes
Nowell, Eben S Est. Sarah F. Nowell. E. Payson
Gibbs, Adm 100.00
Nowell, Ebenezer and James .. Mrs. Evelyn R. Nowell 50.00
Nute, Ivory M Edward F. Gowell, for Georgianna
F. Nute 75.00
Nuto, L. M. and Wililam M. . . . William M. Nute 100.00
One grave lot, 71/2 Avenue E,
North Josiah F. Jones 20.00
Ouellette, J. B Mrs. J. B. Ouellette, Somersworth . 200.00
(Mt. Calvary)
Orange, Jeremy W Same 200.00
Page, S. A See Elmer S. Fall
Page, B. P Matilda P. Haines 100 00
Palmer, Sidney A Mrs. Perley C. Palmer 100.00
Parker, Ira H Charles H. Parker 30.00
Paul, Ambrose Mrs. Mary Paul Gross 200 (
Paul, Ambrose Estate of May Paul Gross 100 Oil
Pearl, Ichabod Mrs. Philena Pearl 50.00
Pemberton, Charles K Abby A. Fisher, Administrator, Abby
Pemberton 50.00
Perkins, Enoch Olive A. Perkins 37.50
Pike, Moody Mrs. W. F. Brigham 100.00
Pitman, John, Jacob, James C.
and John C John C. Pitman 100.00
Plummer, Charles H Sidney F. Stevens, Administrator,
Estate of Charles H. PlummcM- . . . 200.00
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Plummer, William and Caslcr,
Loren D Mrs. Ella I. Casler, Somersworth . $100.00
Porter, James Henry James Henry Porter .'JO.OO
Powers, Blaisdell and Jones . . . Mrs. Lydia N. Jones 33.34
Pray, Lorenzo D., and Milton
Noyes Sarah E. Pray 50.00
Pratt, Stephen A. and Artemus Alice M. Lord, Administrator, Estate
of Lavina Davis 100.00
Prouty, Dexter B Martha A. Prouty 50.00
Prouty, Dexter B C. H. Wells, Adm., Estate of Annie
B. Prouty 150.00
Quimby, Belle and Eunice Eunice W. Quimby 100.00
Rand, Theodore H Mary A. Rand 75.00
Randall, John H., Noah M. and
Reuben Elizabeth F. Randall MO.00
Read, Joseph B Mrs. Susan M. Read 100.00
Remick, John B John A. Remick, Brighton, Ma-ss. .. 100.00
Remick, Samuel and Abigail . . . Mary M. Remick Curtis 100.00
Reynard, James Mrs. George A. Mathes .")0.()0
Ricker, Ebenezer and Sherman
A J. S. Ricker 100.00
Ricker, Ella O. and Edmund H. Mrs. L. E. Grant 50.00
Ricker, Mary W Joseph A. Stickney, Administrator,
Estate of Mary W. Ricker 100.00
Roberts, Charles O Estate of Charles O. Roberts 150.00
Roberts, Fred H Fred H. Robei-ts 100.00
Roberts, John Estate of James M. Wiggin, F. H.
Brown. Guardian 200.00
Roberts, M. Elmer Mrs. M. E. Roberts 100.00
Roberts, Silas J George L Roberts 100.00
Robinson, Chas. W Gi-anville F. Grant, Rochester 100.00
Rollins, Andrew and others .... Harriet Legro Rollins 300.00
Rollins, D. G. and Edward Ash-
ton Edward Ashton Rollins 200.00
Rollins. Daniel G Elizabeth P. Pope 100.00
Rollins, Samuel S Sarah A. Rollins 300.00
Rollins, half of Rollins and M. Edith Rollins ($25.00 each time),
Weymouth Tomb Berwick 50.00
Russell, Dr. Richard Sarah A. Shapleigh 100.00
Ryan, John Holy Trinity Cemetery, care of lot
and for flowers, Elizabeth Flynn 140.00
Sanborn, Daniel Edward R. Sanborn 100.00
Schraeder, Charles F. and Mary Mrs. Mary Isher 50.00
Scott, David Same 100.00
Seavey, Arthur J Arthur J. Seavey 100.00
Seavey, S. Augustus Annie L. Seavey 100.00
Severance. A., Leola Worthen
and Alphonso Lord Leola S. Worthen and W. Severance 122.98
Shapleigh, James B Sarah A. Shapleigh, Executrix. R.
W. Shapleigh and James H. Shap-
leigh 200.00
Shapleigh, John J Ida I. Shapleigh 100.00
Bhapleigh, O. Q Same 50.00
Shea, Edward and S. P. Brac-
kett See Brackett
Smilie, John and Lydia H John Smilie and Charles M. Wil-
liams, Executor. John Smilie .... 125.00
Smith and Austin Mrs. C. H. Smith 100.00
Smith, Albert F. and Martha A. William B. Martin, Superintendent 50.00
Smith, Catherine J Kate L. Smith 100.00
Smith, Edward A., and Charles Emma Smith 200.00
E. Goodwin Dorcas and Ida B. Smith 100.00
Smith, Levi F Frank Stacy 100.00
Stacy. David H Lucy Staples 50.00
Staples, L. A. and E See Stephen B. Jenness
Staples, William D Family Burying Ground, Dover Road,
Stevens, Benjamin Mr. Brock, Administrator 400.00
Estate Charles E. Stevens, by O. F.
Stevens, Charles E Stevens, Administrator 100.00
Stevens, Luther E. and Caro-
line T Caroline T. Stevens 50.00
Stevens, Rufus W Isabel S. Emery. See Ford $100.00
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Stevens, McDaniel, Stevens, and
Howe Mi-s. Mary E. Howe, Melrose, Mass. 75.00
Stewart, John and Alexander . . . Jeannette A. Stewart 100.00
Stickney, Joseph A J. A. Stickney and Charles T. Har-
per ,'jijO.OO
Stillings, Ephraim B. and Rufus Same 100.00
Stoddard, Darius H Darius H. Stoddard .50.00
Swasey. Charles E Sarah J. Barnett 50.00
Swett Family lot Edwin H. Swett 100.00
Tasker, William H Same 25.00
Towle, J. K Mrs. Sarah A. Rollins, Somersworth 100.00
Towle, John K Fred H. Brown, Exec, Somersworth 109.00
Thompson, George W See Haines, Wentworth and Thomi)-
son
Thompson, H. B. and Ramsdell, Harold B. Thompson, Somers-
Clifford worth 100. 10
Thompson quarter of lot known Mary W. L. Johnson, Brooklino.
as Haines, Wentworth and Mass 37.50
Thompson
Wentworth quarter of lot known Frances Wentworth, Brookline, Mass. 37.50
aa above
Tibbetts, Micah and Horace B. . . Mrs. Roxie Tibbetts 100.00
Twombly, Samuel Joseph A. Stickney, Administrator,
Estate of Helen M. Twombly . . . 100.00
Twombly, Thomas O Mrs. T. O. Twombly 50.00
Underbill, Frederick B Frederick B. Underbill 25.00
Ward, Parker L See Thomas Hobbs
Varney, Angle H Elias C. Varney 100.00
Varney, Elias C. and G. W. ... Newell J. Bickford
Wadleigh, Chester V Chester V. Wadleigh. So. Berwick,
Me 100.00
Waterhouse, Adeline Frank Wateihouse 100 00
Watson, Albert Alice M. Watson, Somersworth ... 125.00
Watson, Daniel S Alice J. Watson I'O.OO
Webber, Freeman H Freeman Webber 100.00
Welch, Samuel and George W. Luella J. Welch, Sidney B. Haye.-^ and
Wentworth Mary B. Wentworth 100.00
Wells, George F Estate Emma G. Wells, Somers-
worth 100.00
Wentworth, Martin V. B Same 200.00
Wentworth, Amasa See Haines, Wentworth and Thomp-
son
Wentworth, Nathan Fred K. Wentworth for Ev^tate
Emma Wentworth 50.00
Wentworth, William G. and Al-
mira R Calvin Rollins and J. L. H. Low . . 100.00
Wentworth and Stackpole Edgar W. Wentworth. Somersworth 100.00
White, Eldorus B See Chadbourne and White
Whitehouse, Samuel D. and Jes- Grace M. Whitehouse Miller, Execu-
sie W trix 200.00
Whitehouse, Enoch C. F. Whitehouse 100.00
Willand, Herbert J Alta Cera Willand. Manchester ...• 100.00
Wiggin, Dudley George S. Chadbourne 150.78
Wingate, Daniel W. H. Wingate 150.00
Winn, George S Mrs. George S. Winn 50.00
Woodman, F. J Estate Jennie C. Woodman 300.00
Woodman, F. J Frank J. Woodman 100.00
Woodman. Joseph C. and Sarah A. Demeritt, Executor for Sarah A.
A. Pierce Pierce 25.00
Worcester, Chas F., half lot . . Chas. F. Worcester 75.00
Worthen See Severance
Young, George W Mrs. Hannah E. Young 25.00
Pugsley, William A William A. Pugsley, Jamaica Plain,
Ma-ss. 75.00
Stevens, McDaniels, Stevens, and Nora E. Stevens, additional, Som-
Howe ersworth 25.00
Home, Jesse R Elinor H. Tibbetts, additional, Mel-
rose, Mass 50.00
Elwell, Elizabeth Margaret Elwell. Somersworth .... 100.08
Perkins, Enoch Chas. F. Jordan, additional, Dor-
chester. Mass 02.50
Andrews, Elisha, Sr Chas. F. Jordan, additional, Dorches-
ter, Mass $ 37.50
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Home, Francis and Charles .... Mrs. W. W. Corson, additional,
Watertown, Mass .50.00
Bickford, Joseph H Hattie J. Bickford, Dover 150.00
Downs, Frank T Mrs. Gertrude E. Downs, Berwick,
Maine 75.00
Ricker, Stephen Geo. E. Carmichael .Trustee, Green-
wich, Conn '200.00
Hutchins, William and Rosa M. C. Lisle Percy, Ext., Gardner S. But-
Butler ler. Demorest, Ga 25.00
Hutchins, William and Rosa M. Henry C. Newell, Ext., Rosa M. But-
Butler ler, Demorfest, Ga 100.00
Lord, J. Bradley J. Bradley Lord. Dover 100.00
Gilman, John L Mrs. A. H. Whitman, Wellesley Hills,
Mass 150.00
Hayes, Dr. John A John E. R. Hayes, Ext 250.00
Earle, John H Wm. B. and Ida A. Earle . . . inc. 12.50
Paul, Luther Mrs. Angle Paul 150.00
Perkins, James F Violet B. Drown 150.00
Chapman, Hartley Mrs. Mai-y A. Chapman 200.00
Maddox, Aaron D E. N. Hutchins inc. 50.00
Stevens, John P P. H. Stiles, Ext 450.00
Whitehouse, William H Moses E. Lowd, Ext. 100.00
Lowe, N. P Frank W. Lowe 50.00
Ham, Clement Mrs. Ham 25.00
Ricker, Vibert, Goodwin Fred Vibert 100.00
Plummer, Hammett Hammett Estate 100.00
Wentworth, Ina Ina Wentworth 100.00
May 11 McCarthy, Forest, Holy Trinity 125.00
Lowe, N. P 50.00
Walker, Robert •. 125.00
Foote, Wesley and Tate . 150.00
Delano, James 50.00
Wells. Orianna 200.00
Sullivan, Humprey, Holy Trinity 100.00
Goodwin, Jordan & Rollins 200.00
Weeden, John 100.00
Merrick, William 200.00
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DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
1933 - 1934
Haven Doe, Chairman Edward McKeon, Secretary
MEMBERS
Ward 1—Michael O'Malley, term expires March,
1936.
Ward 2—Mrs. John R, Uniack, term expires March,
1934.
WARD 3—Albert A. Bisson, term expires March,
1934.
Ward 4—Edward L. Flanagan, term expires March,
1934.
Ward 5—James Perreault, term expires March,
1935.
His Honor, Peter M. Gagne, Mayor, ex-officio.
Appointed by City Council—Edward McKeon
and Haven Doe, terms expire March, 1935, Clement
P. Roy and Archie L. Jacques, terms expire March,
1935.
Meetings—Third Wednesday in each month. An-
nual meeting first Tuesday in April.
SUB-COMMITTEES
Finance—Roy, Perreault, Jacques.
High School—Flanagan, McKeon, Doe.
Fuel—Bisson, Doe, Roy.
Elementary—Jacques, Mrs. Uniack, Perreault.
Text Books—Mrs. Uniack, O'Malley, Bisson.
Repairs—Doe, Gagne, O'Malley.
Athletic—Gagne, McKeon, Flanagan.
In March, 1934, Mrs. John R. Uniack, Mr. Albert
A. Bisson, Mr. Edward L. Flanagan and Hon. Peter
M. Gagne were reelected and Hon. Clement P. Roy
became Chairman. Committees remain the same.
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REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF THE
SOMERSWORTH PUBLIC SCHOOLS
To the Members of the School Board, Somersworth,
New Hampshire:
I take pleasure in presenting my sixth annual re-
port. This year has been full of minor difficulties for
all concerned with the schools, but everyone has giv-
en the same loyalty and devotion, although realizing
that they were carrying heavier loads for less money
and on a rising market. They should have their sal-
ary cuts restored just as soon as the conditions war-
rant.
The average membership in each room containing
grades 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 has been forty pupils. (See
Table of Statistics.) The employment of another
teacher would not relieve the difficulty unless such a
teacher was assigned a mixed grade.
The enrollment has been very steady during the
year and should remain so for the next year unless
new industries bring in more families. The high
school opened with the largest enrollment in its his-
tory. We do not anticipate any larger enrollment
next year. Twenty-seven graduated from the high
school on June 14, and thirty-nine from the eighth
grade of the Chandler School.
According to usual custom reports are included
from the Headmaster of the High School, the Teach-
er of Home Economics, the Teacher of Mechanic
Arts and the school Nurse. The report of the Teach-
er of Drawing is omitted owing to her illness. It is
confidently expected that she will resume her duties
in September. These reports show somewhat in de-
tail the work accomplished, but do not give any ade-
quate account of the little things done for the good
of the schools, such as installing book shelves, mak-
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ing minor repairs about the building, mending flags,
making posters, etc.
The nurse is to be highly commended for the good
work which she has carried on. The Federal Govern-
ment has furnished milk freely this year and its dis-
tribution has been in charge of the teachers and
nurse, who has likewise supervised its distribution in
the parochial schools. In the public schools crackers
have been furnished from the local Public School
Health Fund. His Honor, Peter M. Gagne, kindly co-
operated with this department in allowing us half of
the proceeds from the advance sale of tickets for the
film picture "Alice in Wonderland." This generous
act should be appreciated, as the money was a real
and needed contribution and His Honor made no
money on this picture.
In a financial way the schools have made a good
showing. It does not seem as though it would be pos-
sible to maintain the same standards without an in-
creased expenditure next year. All materials, books,
and equipment for the Chandler School during the
past year were purchased from the Fire Insurance
and this is no longer available. Moreover, books and
supplies are increasing in cost month by month. As
far as possible your Superintendent has anticipated
this and has already ordered most of the supplies for
next year. We are teaching economy and practicing
economy, but we must not make the mistake of going
so far that we take from our children that which in
later life will make them reproach us. A good public
school education which prepares a person for a hap-
py, healthful, and useful life must be demanded for
every boy and girl. Educational opportunity must
not be curtailed. As Supt. Rundlett of Concord says
in his report
—
"It is confidently expected that good
sense will prevail over hysteria and that public edu-
cation will still be the one saving element in con-
tinuing democracy."
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But little change is being made in the program
of studies for your high school. Biology is being add-
ed as an elective science in the second year. The
economic changes now going on are bound to affect
our program in the next few years. We have been
stressing the need of industrial training and it looks
now as if we must also train pupils more for the "wise
use of leisure," and to make them realize that it
takes just as much perspiration now as ever before
to bring about success. Music, Art, Literature and
Physical Activities of a healthful nature must be
brought into more prominence and made an inte-
gral part of education.
In January an evening school for adults was
opened at the High School. It started with two hun-
dred and sixty pupils the first month and had one
hundred and sixty-five at the close of the thirteen
weeks' session. The teaching of this school was
financed by the Federal Government through our
State Board of Education and unemployed quali-
fied teachers were engaged. The only cost to the
city was for janitor and fuel, estimated at not over
two hundred dollars. The school was a worth-
while project and those who attended regularly
profited from the instruction. It proved to be an
opportunity for many to profit from leisure hours
enforced upon them and the effect from a psycholog-
ical standpoint was good. The school was opened for
five nights each week from 7 to 10 o'clock with
hourly sessions most of the time. The classes al-
ternated their nights so that in one week three
sessions were held and the next week two sessions.
Classes were formed in the following subjects: Be-
ginning English ; Elementary English ; Advanced
English (for High School and College graduates) ;
French; General Science; Chemistry, Beginning and
Advanced; Business Arithmetic; Algebra; Geome-
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try; Sewing, Beginning and Advanced; Cooking,
Beginning and Advanced; Beginning Bookkeeping;
Advanced Bookkeeping; Typewriting and Short-
hand, both Beginning and Advanced, and Public
Speaking. No classes were formed in Mechanic
Arts or Electricity because of lack of room and
teachers. Both of these subjects were much de-
sired.
As this report is being written, work has begun
again on the renovation of the interior of the Bur-
leigh building. New floors are being laid in all the
rooms and the ceilings and floors refinished. All labor
is paid for out of Federal Funds, the project having
started under the CWA, but too late for completion.
It has been necessary to hold one session in this school
for about three weeks.
Somersworth is fortunate in its heating plants. No
time was lost in any school due to lack of heat. Dur-
ing the excessive cold of the past winter we knew
that many children were better off in our warm
school buildings than they would have been in their
own homes, and for this reason schools were main-
tained. There is one exception in regard to heat
and that is the gymnasium at the high school. This
room has never been heated properly. Pupils have
played and practiced here when it has been dan-
gerous to health and during the cold weather it can-
not be used as an assembly hall. Those who know,
tell us that the only way proper heat can be supplied
is by the installation of more radiation.
Annually the Society of the Sons of the Ameri-
can Revolution has awarded a medal to that pupil
who, by vote of his classmates, has best exemplified
good citizenship during the last year in the elemen-
tary school. This year's medal has been awarded
to James Marouthis, a native of Greece, who has
been in this coun^lrry only a little while. His teach-
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ers heartily agree that the pupils used excellent
judgment in their selection of this boy for this signal
honor.
Public exercises commemorating Armistice Day
and Memorial Day were held in all schools. Owing
to large enrollments the teachers made these exer-
cises simple and no public exercises to raise money
for the Public School Health Fund were attempted.
On the annual Scholarship Day held at the normal
schools of Plymouth and Keene, So>nersworth placed
second in Chemistry with Franklin first and Dover
third.
Standard Graduation examinations have been giv-
en to the eighth grade. The expected median passing
mark was 125 and Somersworth's median was 152.
Miss Betty Collins received the high mark of 215.
The legislature of 1933 decreed that ten superin-
tendents should be dropped before it met again in
1935. Five Unions were discontinued last year and
five more have been eliminated this spring. Twenty-
six Unions have been affected by the change this
year and Milton has been added to this Union. No-
body likes it. It means that those Unions which
have had close supervision will now have to get along
with less. It is a step backward and in the opinion
of the writer this State is paying dearly for clerks
and chauffeurs. I hope that this city will not feel
that its superintendent is shirking his duty if he is
not found so often in his office and is unable to take
part so freely in those social and fraternal affairs
which ought to be a help to the city and a pleasure
to the participant.
All the school districts of the Union contributed
to the extent of half of my expenses to the National
Education Association, Department of Superintend-
ence, held at Cleveland the last week in February.
The meeting was very inspirational. On the return
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trip I visited a high school in Erie, Pennsylvania, and
spent an entire day at the second largest high school
in the country, the James Monroe High School in
the Bronx of New York. I am convinced that the
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REPORT OF HEADMASTER OF HIGH SCHOOL
To the Superintendent of Schools and Members of the
School Board:
Your High School report for the current year will
discuss, primarily, the changes which educational
progress has decreed for secondary schools; and sec-
ondly, the necessity for a more efficient type of di-
rectional influence, technically known as a guidance
program, for the boys and girls who are attending
the High School.
In the early days of public high schools the cul-
tural side of life was stressed, both in high school
and in college, chiefly because both of these insti-
tutions prepared boys either for law, medicine, or
the ministry. And this cultural training, intended
as it was, solely for the professions had, for its back-
log, the ancient languages, Latin and Greek. In
those days no one was stamped with the collegiate
seal of approval who could not quote the classics
fluently and no subject was included in the curricu-
lum which could not be found either in Homer or
in Aristotle.
But as styles change in clothing so, too, they are
altered to fit the current trend in education. Our
tremendous economic development is demanding
something of our young people other than culture.
With its more materialistic outlook on life it is de-
manding subjects v/hose sole sanction is found in
their utility. As a consequence ancient languages
are fast disappearing from the schools. Social sci-
ences and natural sciences have crowded them from
the picture.
This is not the place to discuss the soundness or
even the desirability of such a change. The fact re-
mains that it is here and time alone, in its passage.
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will prove or disprove its worthiness. In the past
we have tried to adjust ourselves and the school to
the trend of the times and so we must continue to
do in the future.
Consequently, in developing a program of studies
it is necessary to look to a unified and comprehen-
sive embrace of subject matter which shall carry
through all four years. Some of our curriculums have
lacked one subject, some another; but these defects
we have been trying to remedy from year to year.
In Science, for instance, there is a gap in the tenth
grade which this year we hope to eliminate by in-
troducing Biology so that we will have a consecutive
course in science from the ninth to the twelfth grade.
In the near future it may be necessary to supply
such stop-gaps in History and in those courses which
relate to business administration. We have already
unified our Math course so that with the introduction
of Biology this year our subjects, other than lan-
guages will be as follows:
Grade IX
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nite goal ahead will derive much more benefit from
his course than one who drifts along aimlessly with
no mark to guide him and nothing to chart his way.
Now all this responsibility rests essentially with
the headmaster. The work is administrative in its
nature and can be done by him alone. To some ex-
tent all the factors which contribute to the success of
such a program have already been utilized, yet much
remains to be done. For some years we have main-
tained for all our pupils a health record, a personal
record, and an activities record. These records, how-
ever, can be no substitute for the personal interview
between the headmaster and the pupil. Each mem-
ber of the ninth grade should be interviewed before
the expiration of the first term. This should be re-
peated before the end of the year and again each
year until the pupil graduates or withdraws from
school.
The mere adoption of a full and complete guid-
ance program will not eliminate all of our pupil
problems. To discover why some children are in
high school would require far more time and re-
search than is at the disposal of your teaching staff.
This is especially true since, under the various codes,
employment is refused to those under sixteen years
of age. Yet if something can be done for just one
of this group the system would be worth while. Your
school was established for the benefit of all, and no
greater credit can accrue to a high school than that
it should be able to help the less gifted as well as
those who have been blessed with many talents.
Before closing we record, with pleasure, the crea-
tion of a trust fund of one hundred dollars by Miss
Mary Eastman of Chesterfield, Mass. It is the wish
of the donor that the income from this fund be given
yearly to the graduate having the highest scholastic
average for the four years. This prize is to be known
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as tho Richard Royal Eastman Prize. For her gen-
erosity and goodwill to the school Miss Eastman will
be remembered with heartfelt gratitude.
We also remember, with due appreciation, the
very acceptable gift presented to the school by the
class of 1933. This token of their esteem has been
found useful in many ways and again we wish to
thank them for it.
Respectfully submitted,
JOHN R. UNIACK,
Headmaster of the High School.
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REPORT OF THE SCHOOL NURSE
To the Superintendent of Schools, Members of the School
Board and Citizens of Somersworth:
I wish to submit my annual report as school nurse




Findings of physical inspections:
Defective teeth 606 Treatments 319
Defective vision 153 Treatments. ... 29
Defective tonsils 341 Treatments. ... 41
Underweight 194 Treatments. ... 46
Cardiac disease 6
Pulmonary disease .... 6
Anemia 9
Communicable diseases found and persons tempo-







I believe that the five following items are the most
interesting and outstanding events of the current
school year.
Perhaps first in importance was the providing of
milk by the State for the undernourished children in
our schools. This milk was distributed daily to those
who, in my opinion, needed it. It is hard to predict
the amount of good that this act accomplished, but I
can vouch in several cases on many days it was the
first real nourishment that some of the pupils re-
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ceivd. It is obvious to see that if society continues
to provide free milk for the undernourished chil-
dren in the future as it has done in the past that an
unestimable amount of good will be accomplished
and we will have better and healthier children.
The second item in importance was the Diphtheria
Toxoid Clinic held on June 12th. Eighty-six children
were given treatment. How much real benefit will
be derived from this clinic?
I believe that statistics will best answer the ques-
tion. During 1931 a similar clinic was held and not
one single child inoculated at that time has been
stricken with diphtheria. It is true that we have suf-
fered a few cases of diphtheria in Somersworth since
1931, but if one looks to the record he will find that
those children who contracted the disease did not
take advantage of the toxin-anti-toxin treatment
which was administered to the children at that time.
Perhaps an equally important clinic was held in
May of this year when fifty underweight children
were examined by Dr. Robert Kerr of Manchester, a
T. B, Specialist. Dr. Kerr recommended that 40 of
this group have their tonsils and adenoids removed.
He also diagnosed one heart case, one nephritis case,
two nasal cases, and in five cases recommended that
extra effort be exercised to improve the health of the
children in this group. The parents were notified
of Dr. Kerr's findings and an effort will be made to
carry out his instructions. If Federal Funds are pro-
vided for this purpose the tonsil and adenoil cases
will be taken care of and the other cases will be giv-
en the proper attention.
The fourth item I mention was the distribution of
42 baskets of food to the needy families at Thanks-
giving and Christmas time. This food was furnished
by the school children for their fellow children. This
act of charity cannot be measured in dollars and
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cents. It means a great deal more. It means that we
are training our school children to be responsible for
the less fortunate and as future citizens to be willi»g
to take up the good work of charity where some of
the older people leave off.
The fifth and last is the collecting and distributing
of clothing for the needy. This clothing was fur-
nished by the school children and the Philanthropic
Department of the Woman's Club and the Red Cross.
It is not hard to see that the effort on the part of the
women and children accomplished fruitful results
even to the extent of keeping children in school. It
was not uncommon to learn that certain children did
not attend school due to lack of shoes or clothing. As
soon as these cases were discovered clothing was fur-
nished and the children were placed in school.
Through the splendid cooperation of the School
Board, Superintendent, Teachers, Parents, Children,
Citizens, local and visiting Doctors and Nurses, we
have accomplished untold results and I wish to thank





REPORT OF MECHANIC ARTS INSTRUCTOR
To the Superintendent of Schools and Members of the
School Board:
Woodworking has been given to the boys of the
seventh, eighth, and special grades. The projects se-
lected and completed this year were from modern
furniture patterns, and working sketches were taken
from catalogues and newspaper advertisements.
Each member was allowed to develop his own
ideas and to make patterns which brought forth the
principles of Mechanical Drawing. As in the past
we have made repairs and constructed useful proj-
ects for the various local schools. The cost of these
projects is for material only and comes from the de-
partment budget.
A new woodturning lathe was installed this year
at a nominal cost; this allows the boys to make
lamps, round table legs, and candlesticks which will
give an additional variety of projects that can be
made.
Mechanical Drawing wjas given two periods a
week and such detailed working drawings as the
"Wood-turning Lathes," "Band Saw," School Office,
and Water Piping System were completed and placed
on exhibition at the annual exhibition held in the
high school.
Auto Mechanics was given this year to a class of
eighteen. The tools and automobiles that were used
are not adequate for such a class. I hope to be able
to obtain at least two fairly modern cars to work on,
as what we now use is about ten years old.




„ Mechanic Arts Instructor.
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REPORT OF THE DOMECTIC ARTS INSTRUCTOR
To the Superintendent of Schools and members of the
School Board:
I respectfully submit my annual report of the work
done in the Domestic Arts Department of the Som-
ersworth Schools.
The seventh grade girls canned fruit and vege-
tables, made jellies and relishes. They prepared and
served to parents and friends, six balanced meals
suitable to the average home. Cost and nutritive
values were considered. In sewing they made slips,
kimonos, Christmas gifts, blouses and cotton dresses.
The special grade girls met with the seventh grade
for this work.
The eighth grade girls canned fruits and vege-
tables, made jelly, relishes and pickles. They
planned, prepared and served six balanced meals to
parents and friends. Attention was given to nutri-
tive values, methods of preparation, attractive serv-
ice and costs. In sewing they made slips, night-
gowns, pajamas, Christmas gifts, blouses and wash
dresses. They also conducted a McCall dressmak-
ing contest; prize ribbons were awarded to Elsie
Freethy, Celopie Semitros and Evelyn Lamie.
The High School freshmen and sophomore classes
studied foods and nutrition. They studied the com-
position and digestion of foods, their source, manu-
facture, marketing, storage and care. In the fall
they preserved fruits, vegetables, relishes, pickles
and made jelly. They planned, prepared and served
twelve meals suitable for the average home. Novem-
ber fourth the sophomore girls spent in Boston, visit-
ing the Faneuil Hall Market, Museum of Fine Arts,
Franklin Park, Filene's and Jordan Marsh's stores.
The second week-end in June they spent at Wells
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Beach, again finding pleasure in sharing work and
play.
The junior and senior classes studied the family
and its members. This included home memberships,
responsibilities, use of leisure time, home care of the
helpless, infant and child care, clothing for infants,
home nursing, first-aid and choice of vocations. Six
in this group have already chosen nursing as their
vocation.
In March an enjoyable get-together was held at
the Chandler School with the program and refresh-
ments in charge of the Domestic Arts girls.
A well attended exhibition of Manual Training
and Domestic Arts was held at the High School May
24 and 25. Each department displayed their work
in their respective rooms.
I wish to thank the Superintendent, Members of
the School Board, Teachers, and Parents for their
helpful cooperation during the year.
Respectfully submitted,
MILDRED C. CASWELL,
Teacher of Domestic Arts.




















EXPENDITURES FROM JULY, 1933,
TO JULY, 1934
Salaries of district officers $ 100.00
Superintendent's excess salary 729.00
Truant officer and census 350.00
Administration 1,945.32
Teachers' payroll, High 12,780.00
Teachers' payroll, Elementary 11.958.75
Text Books, High 465.31
Text Books, Elementary 134.72
Scholars' supplies. High 350.19
Scholars' supplies. Elementary 253.48
Flags and appurtenances. Elementary , 7.00
Other expenses of instruction, High . . 270.00
Other expenses of instruction, Elemen-
tary 63.92
Manual Training and Domestic Arts . . 345.16
Janitors' salaries. High 1,368.70
Janitors' salaries. Elementary 1,755.00
Fuel, High 691.71
Fuel, Elementary 1,033.95
Water, light and janitors" supplies, High 398.79
Water, light and janitors' supplies, Ele-
mentary 273.73
Minor repairs and expenses. High 297.41
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EXPENDITURiES, SCHOOL YEAR, 1933-34
SALARIES OF DISTRICT OFFICERS
Edward McKeon $ 100.00
SUPERINTENDENT'S EXCESS SALARY
Harry S. Hill, Treasurer, Union No. 56 . $ 729.00
TRUANT OFFICER AND CENSUS
John Duffy, truant officer $ 250.00
Edward McKeon, census 100.00
$ 350.00
ADMINISTRATION
Ralph E. Hennessey $ 635.00
New England Tel. & Tel 106.50
Free Press Publishing Co 76.84
Philip H. James 2.48
State Treasurer (per capita tax) 1,096.00
Howard L. Winslow 25.00
Edward H. Quimby 3.50
$ 1,945.32
TEACHERS' PAYROLI^HIGH
Amount of payroll $12,780.00
TEACHERS' PAYROLI^-ELEMENTARY
Amount of payroll $11,958.75
TEXT BOOKS—HIGH
MacMillan Company $ 102.12
Gregg Publishing Co 8.20
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American Book Co $ 3.17
Allyn & Bacon 75.78
John C. Winston 25.03
Houghton & Mifflin 83.42
South Western Publishing Co 44.09
D. C. Heath & Co 8.76
Iroquois Publishing Co 6.39
Lyons & Carnahan 22.23
D. Appleton & Co 9.53
Manual Arts Press 14.08
Ginn & Co 34.81
Edward E. Babb 9.05
H. W. Wilson 1.80
Chas. Scribner's Sons 4.71
Public School Publishing Co 2.50
C. C. Crawford 2.00
Sprague Publishing Co 2.00
McGraw Hill Book Co 4.17
Webster Publishing Co 1.47
$ 465.31
TEXT BOOKS—ELEMENTARY
The MacMillan Co $ 48.62
Edward Quimby .90
Railway Express Agency 1.79
Houghton Miffllin Co 18.49
American Book Co 16.66
American Education Press, Inc 2.15
Edward E. Babb 3.24
Iroquois Publishing Co 10.16
N. H. Tuberculosis Association 1.00
World Book 14.05
John C. Winston 7.66
W. T. Quarrie & Co 10.00
$ 134.72
^w^'
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scholars' supplies—high
Milton Bradley Company $ 45.95
Strafford-York Gas Co 45.97
Central Scientific Co 69.23
Edward E. Babb 178.58
Denoyer-Geppert Co 4.67





Milton Bradley Company $ 227.49
Will Ross, Inc 2.14
World Book 5.69
Cleveland Safety Council 2.88
George Vachon 1.50
G. W. Nutter 9.99




Ernest Gilbert $ 7.00
OTHER EXPENSES OF INSTRUCTION—HIGH
Amos Foss $ 51.00
Wilfred Willett 16.75
Free Press Publishing Co 9.25




Sarah G. McCarthy 13.50
Joseph Paquette 5.00
$ 275.00
OTHER EXPENSES OF INSTRUCTION—ELEMENTARY
George Vachon $ 9.50
World Book 9.88
Beacon Wiper Co 2.83
Fabien Gagne 16.00
Sara G. McCarthy 16.40
Frank Tibbetts 1.00
J. L. Hammett & Co 6.15
Edward E. Babb 2.16
$ 63.92
MANUAL TRAINING AND DOMESTIC SCIENCE
Broadhead Garrett Co $ 6.45
L. J. Normand 45.43
Frank Lefevbre 1.50
South End Market * 115.98
George Vachon 1.00
John D. Ames 24.00
Joseph Plante & Sons 4.90
Archie L. Jacques *66.04
C. P. Roy 79.86
$ 345.16
*Domestic Science.
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janitors' salaries—high
Louis Gregoire $ 1,368.70
JANITORS' SALARIES—ELEMENTARY




Paul Bretton $ 456.65




Paul Bretton $ 402.66
B. & M. Railroad 621.29
Joseph Drouin 10.00
$ 1,033.95
WATER, LIGHT AND JANITORS' SUPPLIES—HIGH
George Vachon $ .88
Somersworth Water Works 120.36
Twin State Gas & Electric Co 214.43
C. B. Dolge 3.12
Rochester Germicide Co 25.85
Somersworth Transportation Co .40
Joseph Plante & Son 2.25
Rusticide Products Co 1.20
C. P. Roy 11.32
H. I. Dallman & Co 2.08
Beacon Wiper Co 16.90
$ 398.79
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water, light and janitors' supplies-
elementary
American Brush Co $ 21.84
Somersworth Water Works 62.66
Twin State Gas & Electric Co 64.65
Rochester Germicide Co 36.63
Joseph Plante & Son 3.10
C. E. Brewster Co 9.45
C. B. Dolge 6.24
James J. Devereux 1.30
Somersworth Transportation Co 3.00
Perreault's Furniture Store 17.65
Joseph Plante & Son 6.39
Rusticide Products 2.40
Railway Express Agency .73
Archie L. Jacques 4.05
Hy-Gien Laboratory 14.66
H. I. Dallman & Co 2.08
Beacon Wiper Co 16.90
$ 273.73
MINOR REPAIRS AND EXPENSES—HIGH
Robert E. O'Malley $ 28.60
George Corliss 14.34
Albert Crowley 13.00
Pioneer Manufacturing Co 48.25
Charles J. McGuiness 15.37
Gilbert Howe Gleason Co 15.00
Somersworth Transportation Co .40
Nash Engineering Co 4.43
Brod^ead Garrett Co 2.08
Frank Deschenes 2.60
Stanley Newman 56.00
L. J. Michaud .75
Peter Hughes 25.00
Boston Saw & Knife Co 4.95
lu. J. Normand $ 2.68
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Albert A. Tapscott $ 58.67
C. P. Roy 3.79
George Vachon 1.50
$ 297.41
MINOR REPAIRS AND EXPENSES—ELEMENTARY
Frank Deschenes $ 2.80
Charles J. McGuinness 1.45
Frank Tibbetts 7.00
Albert Tapscott 36.49
James J. Devereux 28.01
$ 75.75
HEALTH SUPERVISION
Dorothy A. Kavanaugh, R. N $ 990.00
TRANSPORTATION—HIGH
Dover, Somersworth & Rochester St. R.
R $ 266.60
TRANSPORTATION—ELEMENTARY





Lapointe & Willett $ 732.00
NEW EQUIPMENT
George Vachon $ 4.29
Denoyer-Geppert Co 3.22
Nash Radio Exchange 49.13
Royal Typewriter Co 75.00
$ 131.64
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GRADUATING EXERCISES, CLASS OF 1934
Graduating Exercises of the Class of 1934, Som-
ersworth High School, Somersworth Theatre, Thurs-






























Class Motto: "Ambition Has No Rest"
Class Colors: Maroon and Silver
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CLASS OFFICERS
President—Frank Roland Chabot
Vice President—Mary Eileen Carton
Secretary—Roland Gilbert Tremblay
Treasurer—Lucille Rita Casey
Membership cards in the Somersworth Woman's
Club are awarded for high scholarship to Helen Col-
lay and Isabelle Willett.
For general excellence and high scholarship the
Richard Royal Eastman prize is awarded to Roland
Gilbert Tremblay.
CLASS ODE
Dear old Somersworth High School, we're leaving
you,
But to our Alma Mater we'll e'er be true
;
We will follow your teaching through joy and pain,
And our work will be for you.
Soon we'll try for our places in Life's great test;
We'll win, for our ambition will know no rest;
Work, play, gladness, and pain.
Through the sunshine and the rain,
For you, Somersworth High School, we'll do our best.
To you, Somersworth High School, we say "Farewell"
While the memories of childhood around us swell;
We stand facing the future with valiant hearts.
While our love for you we tell.
Through the mists of the future we walk alone.
But your teaching will guide us where'er we roam.
Truth, faith, honor, and right,
All form your guiding light;
And you, Somersworth High School,
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